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Maintenance Halls In A Fix
by Ed Donahue
"My screen has needed maintenance since the beginning of
the year!" "I've had a leak coming
from the ceiling in my closet for
the past three weeks!" "My desk
lamp is broken!" "My thermostatand intercom haven't worked
since I've been here!"
These grievences, as well as
many compliants about the
elevators and washing and drying
machines being out of service,
all come from the mouths of
discontented Kean residents. The
sign on a second-floor window in
Burch Hall stating "WE NEED
MAINTENANCE" expressed
several months of growing
aggrevation for what students in
the six resident halls have
considered to be below-par
maintenance service.
Officials of both Housing and
Maintenance brought up the fact
that the first two months of the
school year is when there is an
influx of maintenance requests.
"When the students move in to
their apartment, they pick up
damages or inequicies that
Housing or the R.A. might have
missed," stated Armand Brilliante,
Director of Maintenance, explaining the inordinate amount
of work orders filed with

maintenance. "Now is the time
of year when these work orders
stop coming in, and we catch up
to where we are supposed to
be," stated Bob Maslo, Director
of Housing.
"Students with minor repairs
needed, like a broken shade for
a window, expect service in the
same amount of time as someone
with a broken window or a flood
in their bathroom. With fifty
orders in a day, emergencies take
priority over minor repairs,"
explained one of the maintenance
men. Mr. Maslo pointed out that
work orders often say things like
"broken window." This description is ambiguous to the
maintanance man. "A broken
window could mean that there is
a crack in the glass. This would
mean an emergency. However,
it could also mean that the window
is jammed and won't open. In
that case, we would be sending a
man up there when he could be
attending to an emergency."
One maintenance man interviewed said that the department
is understaffed with the increased
housing in Dougall and Whiteman
Halls. He also cited, "For many of
the repairs we have to order a
part. These vendors could take as
long as a month to deliver the
part."

Mr. Brilliante attested that there Students should pick up the litter
was only one opening for a around them. Plus, there are jobs
maintenance position at a time.
like clogged toilets, where the
However,others like Ron Pallazzo, student doesn't have to wait for
Director of Buildings and
help to arrive. One can use a
Grounds, speculated that with
plunger and do it himself. That's
the increased housing space, as ' one less call for maintenance to
well as the fact that each of the worry about."
buildings is aging, could call for
As for the elevators and washing
several positions needed.
machines, they are operated by
Mr. Maslo stated that if the outside contractors.
student files a second request,
Mr. Mas lo says that overloading
maintenance will almost always weight capacity leads to the
get right on it. " Maintaining the elevator breaking down. He also
buildings should be a joint effort. points out that many students

use slugs as money for the washer
and dryer machines. "The repair
men for both of these companies
usually come within twenty-four
hours."
Mr. Pallazzo asks students to
contact their R.A.'s if they have
an outstanding work order
request. "A lot of students let
their aggrevation of an unfinished
job just sit there . I would
recommend them contacting
their R.A. The R.A. will then
contact us, and we will start the
job as soon as possible."

Residents in this second floor Burch Hall apartment decided to share their repair woes with the quad.
Photo by Lourdes Canizares.

Kean Students Help

Local Candidates

by Eddie Donahue

part-time students. We hope that
rid of the students. We have an
by Rhonda Ruch
the assessment tests are designed
28 districts of the forty-eight in
On October eight, representa- obligation to prepare the student
to take this into consideration."
Kean College students took to Union, Russo led by a minimal tives from the Council for Part- for the outside world. In the end
the streets Tuesday to help with twenty votes over Bassano, Time Student Organization, and it is the integrity of the Kean ' She also stressed that adjuncts
are not necessarily bad. "In fact,
the campaigns of local democratic (4,724-4,704). But mouths opened other student funded groups, as College degree that will aid them
some are excellent." She hopes,
wide on the next district's results, well as representatives from North
candidates.
in the outside world."
however, that this is reflected in
Anthony Russo and Jerome this time the votes tallied to a tie East Missouri College, Alverno .
Dr. Lumsden also explained
the assessment tests.
Petti, respectively running for between the two runners, 4,900 College,and UniversityofTennes- the goals off assessment. "The
State Senator and Township each.
see, Knoxville met to raise short term goal is establishment
With Russo only winning the questions on the new assessment of a method of gaining infor- , So far, eight departments,
Committee member, were the
mation. The long term goal is to
key candidates that aproximately next 6 of 15 districts, his chance program being established here
including General Education, have
use this information to improve already started assessment. There
150 students supported by going of defeating Bassano for the Union at Kean. Dr. Don Lumsden and
Kean College's accreditation."
' door to door in legislative district district looked slim. In the end, Dr. Michael Knight, coordinators
are seven other departments in
21, reminding residents of election he did defeat the over-powering of the college-wide program, were
the process of developing
Assessment is the outgrowth assessment procedures. Dr.
day, and whom was running. Republican district (district on hand to deliberate the
of Kean's Three Year Strategic Lumsden explained how the system
District 21 consists of 9 towns, twenty-seven) of Union and questions directed.
Plan, released in 1985. In fact, will work. "~very year, twenty
including Union, Cranford, Bassano, 8,181-7,802. Overall,
Assessment is a newly conceived
their assessment proposal was so percent of the schools programs
Roselle, Roselle Park, Westfield, Russo lost the legislative district rating system for all academic
good, it helped Kean win the will assessed. The results of which
Kenilworth, Hillside, Springfield, race by over 3,000 votes.
programs as well as student
Upon speaking with Mr. Russo services, such as housing and the
governor's 3.9 million dollar will go to a full, comprehensive
and Garwood, all areas in which
Challenge Grant. The Grant was assessment of the school every
Kean College students and demo- Tuesday night after the tally's cafeteria services. Assessment
awarded to the state school that five years."
cratic supporters covered in the had been completed, he hopes to establish a gauge by
responded to the outcome by which the faculty has extensive
could come up with the best
all day affair.
One of the departments deproposal on how to improve
During any kind of election, saying, "I'm not surprised at the knowledge of how much each
education in New Jersey. Kean veloping methods of assessment
especially local, there has always outcome. I'm very happy for Jerome student is benefiting from a
used part of the dollar grant to is the Psychology Department.
been a high democratic registra- Petti. All of us in Union are so program. This would involve the
The department will issue
tion, but a low voter turn out. very proud of him."
issuing of tests and question- . fund its assessment program.
Anthony Russo is the senior aires, a liason system where
questionaires to the students,
With Kean College students being
The various student groups at asking them what the strengths
brought in for the first time to democratic member of the coun- students communicate their likes
the meeting raised some necessary and weaknesses of the program
boost the number of voters, there cil government of Union, now and dislikes for a program, and
questions toward the future of are. The program also hopes to
is a hope of increased appearances giving him the position of mayor. hiring of professional consultants
He will be inaugurated some to help improve assessment.
assessment. The Council for follow the student after graduat the polls.
Part-Time Students was concerned ation. The department hopes to
As 8 :00 p.m. rolled around time in January.
Dr. Lumsden stressed that
Had Russo won the Senator's assessment's intention is to
with the student who has been at find out how the person's degree
Tuesday night and the polls began
Kean for over nine or ten years. has helped them in their career.
to close, tension began to rise in race, Petti would have been the improve the program for the
"Part-time students taking these A psycholQgist from the outside
the democratic headquarters at new mayor. He now will hold a student, not fit the student for
tests may be asked questions will consult the department. Dr.
the Knights of Columbus Hall in position on the five councilman the program. "The whole purpose
dealing with courses that they Bonnie Kind, who is working on
Union. The landslide win of Jerome government consisting presently of assessment is to improve the
had ten years ago,"said Linda assessment in the Psychology
Petti over Diane Heeley (9,115- of three Republicans and two program for the student. If there
Wnek, President of the Council Department, explained the
6,354) kept the crowd cheering Democrats.
are any weaknesses in the program,
Mr. Russo commented on Kean we will get rid of them, not
for Part-Time Students. Ms. Wnek psychologist's purpose. "The
most of the evening, but the real
pointed out another concern for psychologist will tell us if we, as a
tension rose with the race between College's participation by saying, students. I know of several schools
the Council. "The majority of program, are taking the right
Anthony Russo and Joseph Bassano "They were great. I'd like to have where assessment was done, and
students taught by adjuncts are approach towards assessment."
for the U.S. Senate. After tallying them in my corner every year".
because of bad results, they got
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What's Going On ...

FRESHMAN CENTER

Anybody Gotta Tissue?

Campus Calendar
Thursday, November 5

7:00p.m.-1 :00a.m.
7:30p.m.-10:00p.m.
7:00p.m.-11 :00p.m.

Phi Beta Sigma
Rho Sigma Chi
Alpha Theta Pi

3:00p.m.-9:00p.m .

Student Org. Council Meeting

Cafeteria - College Center
Browsing Room
Alumni Lounge

Friday, November 6

Saturday, November 7 -

Alumni Lounge

Multicultural Leadership

Sunday, November 8

9:00a.m.-4:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-11:00p.m.
2:00a.m .-4:00p.m.
7:30p.m.-11 :00p.m.
7:00p.m.-8: 00p.m.
8:00p.m.-11:00p.m.

Nu Theta Chi
Phi Beta Sigma
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Alpha Theta Pi
Mass
Lambda Theta Alpha

10:00a. m.-1:OOp.m.
7:]0p.m.-10:00p.m.
10: 00p.m.-11 :OOp.m.

M.A.T. Testing
1.V. C.F .
Lambda Theta Alpha

1:40 p.m & 7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.-1:OOa.m.
5:00-10:00p.m.
1:40p.m.-3 :00p.m.
7: ]0p.m.-11 :OOp.m.
7:30p.m.-11 :OOp.m.
7:30-. m.-9:30p.m.
9:]0p.m.-11 :0Op.m.
1:40-3: 00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3 :00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m .
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p. m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3 :00p.m.
1 :40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3 :00p.m .
1:40-3:00p.m .
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.

Film : The Wrath of God
Sigma Beta Tau
I.S .. A.
Hotline Trai ning
Nu Theta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
1.F.M .
Lambda Chi Rh o
Zioni st Assoc.
I.C.A. Dept.
Dr. Edreira
Deciding on a Major
J.S.U.
1.V.C.F.
C.E.C.
Eng. Stud. Assoc.
G.C.C.
I.S.A.
Indian Stud. Assoc.
S.A.M.
E.E.O.
A.M.A.
E.E.O.
Pol. Science Club
Math Dept.
Chinese Student Assoc.
Philosophy Dept.
Phi Beta Sigma
Advisor Pre Law Club
PROUD
E.E.O.
Day Care Center

1 :40-3:00p.m .

H andicapped C hildren
E.E.O.
E.E.O.

Alumni Lounge
Alumni Lounge
Room A
Room A
Room B
Room B

Monday, November 9

Browsing Room
Browsing Room
Browsing Room

Tuesday, November 10

1 :40-3:00p .m.

1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
1:40-3:00p.m.
7:40p.m.-10:10p.m.
7:40p.m.-10:10p.m.
7:40p.m.-10: 10p.m.
7:40p.m.-10:10p.m.
7:40p.m.-10:10p.m.
7:40p.m.-10:10p.m.
7:40p.m .-10:10p.m.

Little Theatre
Browsi ng Room
D.R. Ill
Alumn i Loun ge
Alumn i Lounge
Room A
Room B
Room B
)-1 00
W-100
J-303
Freshman Center
J-136
J-134
J-139
W-300
J-138
J-203
J-135
W-411
W-200
W-313
T-116
J-142
C-218
J-145
J-143
J-304

Early Childhood Ed .
Alpha Kappa Psi
Nu Theta Chi
Delta Sigma Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
Alpha Theta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
Phi Beta Delta

J-140
W-209,211 ,213

css 108

W-215
W-307,309
B-123
B-206
B-208A
VE-114
B-224A
C-218
T-216
VE-113
J-145
W-202A

Wednesday, November 11- VETERANS DAY
BLACK SOLIDARITY WEEK
H ELL W EEK

5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
5:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
12:30p.m.
8:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.-1 :30 p.m.

Thurs., Nov.'5, 1987

LS.A. International Night
Little Theatre
Fall Skies Show
Planetarium, G.M.
Phi Beta Sigma
A.l.
I.F.M.
Room A
I.F.M.
Room B
Compiled by the Student Activities Office.

Cooperative Education
Coop Jobs = Academic Credits,
Salary, Work Experience
1) JOB ORDER #976
BUSINESS MARKETING -Airline, 20 Hrs./wk. , $4.20 hr. +
flight time.
2) JOB ORDER #977
BUSINESS/MARKETING / TECHNOLOGY - Printing
Corp., 40 hrs./wk., $5.00/hr.
3) JOB ORDER #958
FINANCE/MARKETING - Financial Corp., 20 hrs./wk., no
salary
4) JOB ORDER 967
MARKETING/BUSINESS - Retail, 30-37 ½ hrs./wk .,
$4.50-5.00/hr.
5) JOB ORDER #911
MARKETING/COMPUTER SCIENCE - Marketing Corp .,
20 hrs., $8.50/hr.
6) JOB ORDER #1038
MANAGEMENT SCIENCE/MARKETING/BUSINESS Telemarketing Corp., flexible hrs., $7.00 + Commission
7) JOB ORDER #1024
MARKETING - Manufacturing Corp ., 15-20 hrs./wk .
$4.50-5 .50 hr.
8) JOB ORDER #861
MARKETING/LIBERAL ARTS/COMPUTER SCIENCE Marketing Sales, 20 hrs./wk. , $6.00 hr.
9) JOB ORDER 1026
COMPUTER SCIENCE/MATH - Manufacturing Corp .,
40 hrs., salary o pen .
10) JOB ORDER #1019
COMPUTER SCIENCE/ACCOUNTING/FINANCE/MARKETING - Marketing Corp ., 20-40 hrs./wk., competitive
salary

by Gay Lumsden, Director
Freshman Center
For the umpteenth time, you
reach for a tissue and wonder
how high Kleenex sales go this
time of year. Everyone seems to
be blowing noses and wiping
teary eyes.
Sure, there are a lot of colds
around, but that isn't the only
reason. This is the time of year
when people begin to realize it
isn't just the weather that's
changing. Suddenly there are
changes in people, in expectat ions, in rel ationships.
We generally resist change.
Sometimes we don ' t even want
to admit it' s happening. " What
do you mean I've changed ? I
haven ' t changed . Of course I
wan t to party w ith you. But I have
this paper I have to write ..."
" Last year you wouldn 't have
put your damned paper ahead of
going out with me ... "
" Last year I wasn 't in college ... "
And there you have it. Life IS
c~ange, an_d ~ou ' re very mu ch
alive. You d1dn t really know how

many new ideas, new people,
new goals, you'd find when you
got to college. You never suspected your friends, your lover
(or boyfriend or girlfriend or
spouse), and your family would
change, too, but they do. Their
lives, as well as yours, move forward. The stresses of changes
and adjustments, combined with
the increasing pressures of school
and job, can wreak havoc with
relationships. That havoc can
make it very difficult to co ncentrate and to acco mpl ish wh at you
have to do.
How do you handle it ?Just not
th in k about it? If that worked,
th ere wouldn ' t be so much noseblowing and eye-wiping t hese
days. Think about it all the t ime
and let your work slide? That can
have disastrous results. Fight
about it, make up, and then figh t
again? That can get pretty old,
pretty fast.
What, then ?
One w ay to he lp yourself is to
ta lk t he situation t hrough . I' m
thinking of three k inds o f tal k

here.

TALK TO YOURSELF! Ask
yourself what you really want,
what the bases of the problems
are, how you feel about them,
what you want to do about them.
Be as honest as you can with
yourself.
TALKTO SOMEONE WHO CAN
LISTEN OBJECTIVELY! That could
be a friend or a fa m ily me mber,
but it m ay be better to tal k to
someone who isn't involved w ith
you and who can commit time
exclusively to you . The counselors at the Counseling Center are
trained to listen and to help you
listen to yourself. Their only
interest is in helping you, and
they are good at it. And it costs
you nothing but a little wellinvested t ime.
Yes, ' tis the season for tears
and tissues, but it's also the time
for mak ing changes and choices
work fo r you. Talk it through,
make some good choices, and
toss the tissues!

Counseling Center

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I have been very tense for
about six months how. I am having trouble getting to sleep, and
once I do fall asleep it doesn't
last...l'm awake on and off all
night, scared . My hearbeat gets
wild during the day, too, for no
reason, when I am alone . I feel
very anxious. When I am by
myself I can't help but think that
something terrible is going to
happen to me. I panic and go out
- anywhere, as long as there are
people aroun d. I know this is r idicu lo us; my fear of bei ng alo ne is
unfounded . Now, on top of th at,
I am becoming depressed because the more I try to take care
of things I'd normally do myself,

the more intense my anxiousness gets. What is the matter with
me?
Gotta Keep Running
Dear Running,
The symptoms you describe fit
the definition of a phobia and its
attendant anxiety. A phobia is a
persistent fear of some object or
situation that either presents no
actual danger or in which the
danger is magnified out of proportion to its actual seriousness.
Th e fear associated wi th phobias
is ofte n intense and interferes
with everyd ay activit ies. Avoid ing the situation you fear reduces your anxiety but at the same
time reinforces the phobia. In

some way, the fee lings you are
experiencing are also giving you
permission to avoid taki ng care
of whatever respo nsi bil ities you
usually handle alone. Depressio n
may be the result of not fi ndin g
the solution you seek.
Sometimes phobias arise after
traumatic experience, and until
mastere~, images of the experience and fear of it happening
again intrude into your consciousness. This can be worked through.
Please don ' t hesitate to call the

a

Counseling Cente r at 527-2082,

or someone you know in t he
field.
Send your questions to Connie, Counseling Center, Student
Activities Building, SA 126.

New Student Committee and Commuter Club

Reserve .Your Seat Now!
by Sandy Loeffler
November 12th tickets go on
sale for a trip to New York City.
This is an annual event sponsored by the New Student
Committee and the Commuter

Club. Freshmen can enjoy a visit The bus leaves campus at 10:30
to the tree in Rockefeller Plaza, a.m . and leaves the city at 6:30
catch a play or go shopping!! So • p.m. Contact Mary or Sandy at
how about it Freshmen, here's the Freshman Center. Tickets are
your chance to meet people and $2.00 available now in the
have lots of fun at the same time.
Freshman Center.

NO APPLICATION= NO DEGREE
Don't be caught short!
Are you anticipating the
receipt of a Bachelor's degree in
May or August, 1988?
If the answer is "Yes", you
must submit the REQUEST for
Graduation Application to the
Office of the Registrar immediately. The request card is
available at the 1st floor service

counter in the Administration
Building, the Evening Office,
Academic Advisement and major
department offices.
Upon receipt of the request, a
graduation application packet
will be mailed to the senior.
Deadline for submission of
"Graduation Application is
November 13, 1987 for May

1988 graduation.
March 18, 1988 for August 1988
graduation.
If the above deadlines are met,
your graduation application will
be evaluated prior to the Add/Drop registration of your final
semester.

No Butts About It!
The GFWC-Junior Woman 's
Club of Bloomfield is presenting,
by popular demand, the 2nd
annual "Ladies' Nite Out". The
event will take place on Friday
evening, November 13, 1987, 6:30
p .m . at The Town and Campus in
West Orange, N.J. Entertainment

features the " Bare Facts", an
exotic all-male revue. Ticket price
of $25 includes a full-course
dinner. Tables can accommodate
groups of up to 10 people. All
proceeds will be given to charity.
To order tickets, make checks
payable to: The Jr. Woman's Club

ATTENTION: GRAPHIC ARTISTS!
Great Experience!

Flexible Hours!

In-house art department of commercial qui ck
printer is looking for a part-time paste-up artist. The
position will involve paste-up, ruling , camera and
counter work. Typesetting position also avail able.
Convenient Union location. For intervi ew c all:

964-7766

of Blfd., N.J. 07003. Please enclose
a self-addressed, self-stamped
envelope. For further informa tion, call 748-9354.

Your W ork
Could Fill

This Space.
Join
The Indy

Thurs., Nov. 5, 1987
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Dr. Wheeler-Hall in Charge ofAfrica Studies Program
Cultural Corner
Kean College of New Jersey has
hired a scholar in Africa na studies who is at work on the College's goal of developing a center for Africana learning and
research.
Dr. Barbara Wheeler-Hall, a
resident of Englewood, is the
new director of Africa studies.
She is a professor of anthropology who comes to Kean from
Hi llsborough Community College
in Tampa, an institutio n she joi ned
after e ight yea rs o n the full time
fac ul ty of the City College of
New Yo rk.
She wil l draw o n an exte nsive
background in Afr icana stud ies,
ex isting reso urce s at Ke an College, and an array of internationally recogni zed Africana studies
e ducators.
Wheeler-Ha ll, whose cente r
will be housed in J-302 of Hutchinson Hall, has already recommended two new courses. " Films
of the Black Work Experience"
will be included in spring semester course offerings, and " Politics of Southern Africa " will be
taught in the new May 23 to June
16 pre-session.
Other courses are being developed and an adviso ry committee of fac ul ty, admi nistrators and
students has been formed ,
Whee ler- Hall said. In addition ,
abo ut 10 mem be rs have been
d esig nated to form an extern al
brai n trust; a seminar for this fa ll
is planned; and a summer institute for faculty development is
on the drawing board.
All courses and programs will

be open to the entire student
body as electives and the idea of
a concentrat ion such as a minor
or a major in the area will be
explored by the advisory committee, Wheeler-Hall said.
Dr. Nathan Weiss, president of
Kean College, said setting up the
center is a reflection of the
multi-ethnic nature of the campus. He referred to the phrase,
"We the Peop le ," and said since
the time it was writte n, "it has
come to me an all the pe opl e black , w hi te, Hi spani c, me_n,
women, old, young, handicapped.
That's what this co ll ege sta nds
for."

Also, Dr. Leonard Jeffries,
chairperson of black studies at
the City College of New York;
Dr. Judy Miller, director of African American studies at Seton
Hall University; Dr. James Turner,
director of Africana studies at
Cornell University; Dr. Charsee
McIntyre of the department of
black studies at Old Westbury,
State University of New York;
and Dr. Charlotte Morgan, chairperson of t he black studies at
Lehman College, City Un iversity
o f Ne w York .
·

Othe rs invi ted to jo in the brain
trust include Mrs. Patricia WestonRivera, a Kean College tr ustee;
Dr. Sa undra, chairpe rson of AfriRefl ectin g o n th e designation
ca n st ud ies at Montcla ir State
" Afr ican a" for the ce nte r as
Colle ge; State Senator Wynona
oppo se d t o bla c k studie s,
Lipma n (D-17), whose d istrict
Whee ler- Hall cited Dr. John
Hendrick Clark, a professor of . includes parts of Essex County;
Africana studies at Hunte r Col- and Jerry Harris, city administralege who is regarded as the god - tor in Plainfield.
father of such studies, she said.
Wheeler-Hall c redited Dr.
Wheeler-Hall cited a paper of Cleme nt Pr-ice, a professor of hisClark 's in which he wrote, " The tory at Rutgers University ,
field should never have been
Newark , with outlining the
called black studies. Black tells
proposal for Africana stud ies at
how you look, not who you are. Kean Co llege. He is a visiting
It doesn ' t relate the person · to
professor at Kean College.
any land mass."
Some othe r as pects of the
Clark is amo ng members of p ro posa l w hich Wh ee ler- Hall
Whee ler's brai n trust com mittee. expects to pu rs ue incl ud e estabOthers include Dr. Philip White, lishing an an nual scholars co nvice cha ncellor of the New Jer- ference ; creati ng a professio na l
sey Department o f Hig her Ed u- jou rn al o f Africana resea rc h to
catio n; Dr. Ivan Va n Sertima, be edited at Kea n Co llege, and
professo r of ant hropo logy at esta bl ishing an institu te d evo ted
Rutge rs University, New Bruns- to appl ied research.
wick ; Dr. Molefi Asante, chairAmong members of the Colperson of the Temple University lege-based advisory committee,
Black Studies Department.
Wheeler-Hall named Dr. Jay L.

BSU Leadership Retreat
On Friday, October 30th, to
November 1, the Black Student
Un ion sponsored a Leadership
Retreat Weekend to LinwoodMacDonald Education Center in
Branchville, New Jersey.
The main purpose of the
Retrea t was to e nhance le adership abilities and to promote un ity
amongst on e ano the r. The histo ry and future of Black Stude nt
Union, and ways in wh ich the
Bl ack Stud ent Unio n ca n co ntri bute to t he communi ty was
also add ressed .
The re w ere 30 atte nd ees
incl ud in g Dr. Barbara Whee ler
Hall , C hairperson of Africa n
Studies, Ja ni ce Mu rray, Dean of
Student Services, Carlos Rivera,
Assista nt Directo r of St ude nt
Activities, and guests, Salaam
lsmia l, President of the United

Youth Council Inc., and Dr. Doug
Davidson, Professor at City College in New York City.
There were different workshops all scheduled to improve
leadership skills, and build group
spirit. Carlos Rivera commented,
" It was an excellent opportun ity
to me et and inte ract with indivi du al me mbe rs of the vari ous
groups, and to lea rn more abo ut
t he g ro ups th e mse lves . Lind a
Alford , a me mber o f Black Stude nt Unio n sai d " I received a
bette r understand ing of the Black
Student Union's responsi bi lity to
the camp us, as we ll as the commu nity. The Vice Presi d e nt of
the Black Stu d e nt Unio n, concluded, " I went into the Retreat
as a student, and ca me o ut with a
family ." That was the same feeling shared by everyone who

attended the Leadership Retreat
Weekend.

Bl.ck Solicfarity Week
Nov. 8, Black Solidarity Week

Dinner DR 2&3, 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Featuring Flutist Keith Marks.
Nov. 9, Comedy Night - Jedda
Jo nes 8 p.m. Little Theatre.
Nov. 10, Lecture (te ntative ).
Nov. 11 , Movie Night - " Corn
Bread Earl & Me " a nd " A Hero
Ai n't No thing But A Sa ndwich" .
Nov. 12, Party- Browsing Room
8p.m.
Nov. 13, Jazz Night 6 p.m.-10
p.m. DR 2&3.
Nov. 14, Family Night/ Closing
Di nn e r - Gospel Concert 6 p.m.10 p .m. DR 2&3.
Nov. 15, Fashion Show DR 2&3,
5 p.m.-11 p.m.

The History Club & Freshman Center
present

THE
MISSION
Nov. IO-Nov. 13
A two hour film / drama starring Robert Deniro
and J eremy Irons, that explores the Spanish
Conquest of South America.

Don't miss this extraordinary production!
Tues., Nov. 10th at 7:30 p.m.
Wed., Nov. 11th at 1:00 p.m.
Thurs., Nov. 12th at 7:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 13th at 9:25 a.m.
AT THE FRESHMAN CENTER
FREE REFRESHMENTS!

Spaulding of Union, an associate of International and Public Affairs
professor of history at Kean, who awarded her a master's degree in
has written extensively on the internation.-1 affairs. She was
cultural history of the African graduated cum laude from the
continent.
University of Maryland, BaltiWheeler-Hall ' s background more, where she studied politiincludes experience as an ad- cal science and German language.
ministrator including a stint as She spent two years at the Marydean of arts and sciences at land branch in Munich.
Hillsborough Community ColWheeler-Hall is fluent in Gerlege, and as assistant director of man, conversant in Swahili and
the Urban Center Curriculum gets by in Spanish and PortuProject at Columbia University in guese. She is the recipient of 10
the early 1970s.
awa rds incl ud ing a citation in
She was a visit in g asso ciate Who's Who Amo ng Black Amerprofessor at the Universi ty of icans an d a Morta r Board Award
So ut h Flo rida wh ere she taught for Teach ing Excellence fro m the
African/Afro-American studies, University of South Florida.
and as inst ructo r at Co lu mbia
She has a daug hte r, Ro n i W.
University in graduate courses Poo le, who co-produces a TV
on the black experience.
talk show in Cleveland, and is th e

-

Director of Africa studies, Dr. Wheeler-Hall. The new center will be
located in J-302.

She also co-edited the publication "Human Uses of the University: Planning a University
Curriculum in Urban and Ethnic
Affairs." Published by Praeger in
1972, it tells how to organize a
higher education Africana studies program .

Wheeler-Hall received an
education doctorate in international educational developme nt
from Columbia University Teache rs College. Columbia's School

mother of Wheeler-Hall's fiveyear-old grandson, Marcus.
Wheeler-Hall also has a son , William Wheeler of Irvington, who
is a customer services representative with Digital Corp.
Wheeler-Hall was married on
June 28, 1987, to John A. Hall , Sr.,
a n urban planner from the University of Florida at Gainesville.
The couple came to Englewood
in Augu st.

Rahway Pool Lifeguard Team
Wins County Competition
The Rahway River Park Poo l
Lifeguard Team rece ntly wo n the
Second Annual Union Coun ty
Lifeguard Competition, held at
the Cranford Cente n nial Pool,
announced Edward J. Slomkowski, Union County Free holder
and liaison to the Parks an d
Recreation Advisory Board.
" The co mpetition consists of a
series of events involving rescue

and CPR skills," Slomkowski said.
"This victory by the Rahway team
de monstrated not o nly their ability, but the seriousness in which
they view their jo bs."
Members of the winning team
were Alla n G race, Shawn Kelly,
David Baxter, Frank McGuire,
Christopher Chapman, Eric Miles,
Anthony Sileo, Thomas Murray,
Vincente Rodrigo, Christopher
Bonderenko and Michael Kiener.

TECHNOLOGY OPEN HOUSE
Friday, November 6
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
In the Techn olog y build ing
Come see robotics and computers
displays. Look into Technology as
a major. All students are welcome.

Editorial

lndi estion
B ues
As I walked through the cafeteria
entrance I was happy, and surprised to get
a friendly greeting. "Can I help you please,"
came the voice from behind the counter.
"Yes!" I replied. Then, hesitantly I approached the food case and glanced at the
dried makings of an Italian sub. I quickly
hanged my mind and ordered the safer
looking bologna and cheese.
Content with this sandwich, I retired to
the Independent office to eat. Three bites
into the sandwich and I was gagging on a
hair that had not come from my own head.
Having lost my appetite, I decided to sit
and ponder the kind of food service we
have here at Kean. It's a shame that I found
a hair in my sandwich because the cafeteria staff has been wearing hair nets and
such. However, other areas are definitely
worth looking into.
Are most of you aware of the prices you
are paying for certain items?
Dinner cost me over six dollars one
night and I didn't even get filled up. A four
ounce cheeseburger, cheese sticks and a
coke cost me $6.10. At these rates it cost
me over .55¢ a cheese stick. The same dish
is offered at the same price range in many

nice area restaurants.

Oh, by the way, has anyone been to
Seven-Eleven lately?
Do you know that they will sell you 32
ounces of soda in a cup for under a dollar?
That's right, under a dollar! Silly me, I
thought that the cafeteria price of $1.25
was a bargain.
· Most students, especially those who live
on campus, pay little attention to the price
of their food. It is so easy to ignore the
dollar values when you are paying with a
meal card.
Day after day you can hear the students
in the College Center complaining about
the food, the service and whatever else
they complain about. But why mutter
under your breath in frustration? Do
something about it!
C.V.I. has placed stacks of courtesy cards
in the cafeteria. These little yellow cards
let you rate the food and services. Take a
few minutes and write down your feelings.
If you are really upset, contact members
of your student government. Student
Organization has just formed a committee
called D.A.O.C. (Direct Action Organizing Committee). Their missioh is to address
students' problems like this.
It beats complaining under your breath
in a 10 minute long line while waiting to
place your order.
I

.,_._..
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Letters

Broken Copiers An Inconvenience
Dear Editor:
I went to use the copying
machines in the Library before
class last Thursday. I soon discovered a lot of people were waiting in line to use one of them. I
soon found out that 5 machines
were OUT OF ORDER!
Needless to say, I did not get
my copies made that night! I
waited a few days, then went
back to see what the situation
was on Monday night. It was a
little bit better --- only four
machines were OUT OF ORDER
that night!
The change machine was also
not working on Thursday night.
These two incidents provoked
me to write this letter.
Those copying machines have
no reason to be broken as much
as they seem to be. It is a great
inconvenience to students that
may be on campus one night a
week only to find out that they
may be late for class, if they have
to wait in a long line at the

machines.
These machines are placed so
students can mainly copy reference material that they cannot
take out of the library. They are
an intricate part of the students
information gathering sources.
I think that the Library is doing
a mis-service to all students by
not doing something about the
problem . The Library has a
responsibility to provide a service to the students of Kean College. They are not living up to
that responsibility by not correcting the copying machine
problem.
I think the Library needs to
look at a few things:
1. Could they get more copying
machines and space them out
around the Library?
2. Could they get heavier duty
copying machines that would
stand up better under heavy use?
3. Could somebody come and
service the machines once or
twice a week?

4. Could someone on the Library
Staff be trained to make simple
repairs?

5. Could more change machines
be added to the Library? (There
are plenty more poles to place
them on!)
6. Could the Library Staff speak
more quietly so as not to disturb
the students using the study cubicles near the main desk?
I am a member of the Graduate Student Council, and I would
like to know if any other students
have had problems with the
Library. I might be able to do
something about those problems.
Please, drop me a letter at:
Bill Hayes
G.S.C. -CC100
Sincerely yours,
William L. Hayes
Graduate Student Council

College Takes Some Adjusting
Dear Editor,
The adjustment from high
school to college can be difficult
for some freshmen students. On
the other hand, it can be an
enjoyable experience for many.
For them, the adjustment comes
very easy. There are many differences between high school and
college that can cause problems
for the first year student.
The major difference between
the two is the amount of homework that is assigned . In college,
you get much more homework
than in high school. The homework assigned ·i'n high school was
usually due the next day. You

might have a lot of homework in
one subject in college, but you
have a day or a couple of days to
do the homework. A freshman
can get easily frustrated by the
amount of work to be completed
in college.
Another difference is that in
high school the teacher was
always on your back. The teacher
always told you to do your
homework. It was as if the teacher
forced you to do your homework . On top of that, a lot of
teachers were not even qualified
to teach . In college, you're on
your own . No professor is going
to force you to do your homework or punish you if you didn 't
do the assignment. Some people
need someone on their back to
get things done. This can cause
problems for a student just
beginning college.

Controversial
Decision
Dear Editor,
The decision of the New Jersey
courts to allow the starvation and
dehydration of Nancy Ellen Jobes
is incomprehensible to me, since
I witnessed the Morristown trial.
As a registered nurse for over 25
years, I can say the court evidence overwhelmingly indicated
that Nancy was not in a persistent
vegetative state.
The testimony of one witness
sta nds out clearly. Karen Diaz, a
nursing aide, testified about
Nancy's reactions when she was
showered. Stated Ms. Diaz, "As
soon as we wet her hair she lifts
her head up so we can get
undernearth because she leans
to, I think it's the left side, and
she knows we can't get under
there. I assume she knows we
Continued on Page 5

Furthermore, students in high
school tend " to just get by." This
hurts them when they get to college because they don 't know
how to study. " Just getting by" in
college can seriously hurt a person's chance of getting a job
after graduation. Employers look
to hire someone with at least a
"B" average in their major. And
there is going to be a time when
someone will not be able to "just
get by."
Some ways to reduce the difficulty of adjustment from high
school to college are to get

involved. There are many clubs

and organizations a freshman can
join. Also there are numerous
athletic teams one can try out
for. Just geting involved in the
college way of life can make the

adjustment period an easy one.
It takes time for many freshmen
to adjust to their new surroundings.
Sincerely,
Michael M. Volpe
John I. Tickerhoft

The Independent
Welcomes Your
Opinions
Please Submit
Letters to the
Editor in
cc 115
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L-etters (Continued)
ca n't beca use she auto matica ll y
lifts her head up like that, so we
can get all in the back there.
That's not done by request, eithe r.
She just automatically does it. "
The court testimony of Ms.
Diaz app~ars to have received
support from Nancy's moth e r,
Mrs. Laird. The Courier News
reported on October 16, 1985
that Nancy's family believed that
she received excellent care at
the Lincoln Park Nursing Home .
Mrs. Laird was quoted as saying
" They realize how much she
' loves having her hair washed. "
Eminent neurologists, nurses,
and other medical personnel testified that Nancy responded to
people, to her surroundings, and
to pain. The court chose to reject
that testimony.
Ass embly bill A-2830 and
Senate bill S-2445 guarantee the
right of all patients to food and
water. These bills should become
law so that all N.J. patients will be
assured of humane nursing care.
At the present time death can be
negotiated and even scheduled
- it is open season.
Yours trul y,
Theresa DeMarco , R.N.

what appears to be news releases
t hat are packaged for convenience rather than effort; sounds
like the definition of Yellow dog
journalism to me.
I also understand that once in
a while that pictures do not turn
out as planned. That's why porofessional photographers or those
who are knowledgeable in photography take several pictures of
the same subject, which, in turn ,
reduces the possibility of poor
pictures . Unfortunately, this
campus paper has apparently not
done this. The pictures for the
most part are second rate considering that papers generally
have fairly large budgets. If this is
not the case, then ask for more
money!
Everyone has problems .:::.... so at
times some things are overlooked, but, when it consistently
occurs then it must be brm.:ght
to the surface rather than pushed
under the carpet. Acknowledge
the fact that there are problems
to me and those who share my
opinion , and we would like to
see this letter in print.
K. Johnson

Dissatisfied Breathalizers
Customer On Campus
Dear Editor,
What is wrong with the Independent lately? Everything seems
to be going downhill: poor coverage of events, poor writing
skills, and fuzzy pictures! The
10/ 22 issue was not even available until about 3 p.m., what is

going on and more precisely,
what's next - a paper that pushes
garbage every other week - it
appears that the editors can 't
handle a weekly publication.
I am not going to just criticize;
I do have some possible solutions to your problems : I was
previously involved at my old
school on the paper and it did
have some of your problems and
a few others. Those on the newspaper were rece iving grades for
their work, eve ryt hing the ed ito r
and staff printed was subject to a
grade, so what they printed was
what t he adm inistratio n a nd
teac he rs wa nted . In esse nce
"brown nosing" and playing political games . The result was not
what the students wanted to know
about regarding issues but mimicking the powers that be. That is
what appears to be happening
with the In de pe nde nt (or should
I say the De pe nd e nt). I am no t
the o nl y indiv id ual wh o fe els th is
way, several of my frie nds have
si milar o pin ions.
This is supposed to be a co llege newspaper though a hig h
school student is able to form
better sentences in structure an d
content than those who are curre ntly writing and editi ng the
paper. Give the reader some
credit, we are all college stu dents, don't bri ng us dow n to the
Mickey Mouse level of hig h
school and junior high in regards
to com prehension and la nguage
skills. For insta nce : recall the
10/ 15 issue pf the Independent
in Laura Spannagel's article on
Jamake Highwater : Jamake was
convenie ntly phonetically spelled
out for us-that is only found in
a public relations type release !
There are too many articles for
me to mention that have been
too vague and many more that
are so detailed that your point is
reiterated several times. If there
is such a space problem then do
the article in two columns instead
of spanning the entire front half '
page! It seems that you also print -.
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Dear Editor,
Kean College has become very
serious about their drinking policies this year. There have been
some arrests and fines given out.
But this is not only a problem
here.
A midwest college fraternity
now requires that all party guests
take a breathalyzer test before

they leave the premises. They
did this after previous alcohol
deaths after parties there. The
fraternity bought the breathalizer with their own funds.
Partygoers are required to give
their keys to their hosts when
they enter and have to pass the
breathalizer test to get th e m
back.
Thi s may not be a bad idea fo r
Kean College.
Anonymous

NewLookfor
Grub Street
Dea r Ed itor,
The Grub Street Writer, Kean 's
literary magazine, will have a
new look this year . Unlike previo us p ubl icati o ns, this year's
Grub Stre et Write r will be a
re presentrative journal of both
creati ve and academic writi ng
from the student body.
We invite student writers to
subm it poems, essays, an d short
stories. We also e ncou rage stude nts to subm it the ir best papers
and c rit ica l essays generated
within and o utsi de the Englis h
secti ons.
Submission Suggestions :
Book reviews
Concert, film and play reviews
Literary analyses
Essays on contempo rary issues
Suomissions must be in no later
than February 1, 1988. Two Grub
Street mailboxes are located on
the 3rd floor of Willis Hall, one in
- w20s and the other in the hallway. Direct any questions to
Ginny Hitt, Writing Center, 5272640, Monday 10-12 a.m., Thursday 10-3 p.m. and 6-8 p.m., or
leave a message in the mailbox.
Ginny Hitt - GSW

A Different
'Angle'

de nt governed and operated,
•wKNJ gave it's members firsthand e xperie nce in wo rkin g with
thei r pee rs. In add ition , WKNJ
was an outlet for creative e xpression
. It was diverse in musical
Dear Editor,
Dear Editor,
I' m writing this letter in re- style and deejay personality_.
Why do teachers put such an
sponse to Mark Malinowski 's
Because commercial radio emphasis on daily attendance?
column, The Inner Angle, which
Many teachers focus on perfect
appeared in the Oct. 22nd edi- does not offer this diversity, many
attendance, therefore restricting
people
turn
to
college
radio.
tion of the Independent. I am
independence and doubtin r the
well aware of the fact that you WKNJ gave it's members and lismaturity of the individual colteners
faith
in
humanity.
That
are not responsible for the conlege student.
faith
has
been
taken
away.
tent of any signed columns or
First, some instructors constantinterviews. But first I would like
ly
preach
useless information that
to point out as editor-in-chief
Recently, funding for WKNJ often can easily be self taught. In
you are responsible for the qual- was taken over by the Communthe classroom there is a tendency
ity of the Independent. By letting ications Dept. We believe Dr. Lilparts of Mr. Malinowski's column lian Trezinski withheld informa- to skip over the most difficult
appear in print shows the .q uality tion from station members and work, however, the homework is
just that. Many professors insist
of the Independent and the led them to believe that WKNJ
character of a certain sports would continue to be student on confusing students to a point
of desparation . In return, students
editor.
governed . However, she had the
Now in reference to Mr. Mali- studio door lock changed, and are bored and frequently make
nowski 's column, Rocky Marci- all Executive Board members and this a basis for dropping the class.
Second, being chained to a
ano is the only heavyweight most of the general staff members
chair
and a desk for an hour and
champion to retire undefeated. were " fired ." Everything we
fifteen minutes wastes valuable
One of Larry Holmes' goals as worked for has been nullified .
time and money. Having only 24
heavyweight champ was to surhours a day a typical student
pass M r. Marciano's record . As
WKNJ is now going to be used finds that budgeting class, work,
the record shows he was unable
to even duplicate.that feat. As far as added curriculum and a source study and social time can be a
as Mr. Damiani goes, I have no of income for the college. Once major problem. The often useknowledge of how good or bad again the almighty dollar has less time that students spend in a
class, can be applied to doing
he is. But, this does not give prevailed, and that's very sad!
Ex-Executive
homework, making money or
anyone, especially a person who
Board Member catching up on much needed
has the privilege of writing a
sleep.
column in any newspaper, the
Lastly, there are the students
right to defame or insult anyone
that can quickly adapt to certain
no matter what their nationality,
material presented. Some have
color, or sex may be!!!
the confidence to miss a lecture
A Kean Accounting Major
or two and still pass the tests.
Actually, at times it can be simpler
to learn the subject matter by
one's self, rather than force
Dear Editor,
I just wanted to take this time ,feeding .
A solution to this problem
to thank Steve from maintenance.
might
be a fully detailed syllabus
Last week my car would not start
Dear Editor:
and with a friend of mine, we containing specific dates of special occasions, hand-outs and
frantically searched for someone
We believe that the Commun- who had jumper cables, but we lectures. A student may be more
ications Department of Kean were unsuccessful. We headed inclined to keep the class and a
College has committed a great
over to maintenance and there higher percentage wou\d probinjustice.
Steve helped me out. I just want ably pass.
him to know that I appreciated
Teresa Sciancalepore
Up until last week the college his help.
Becky Grant
Thank
you
very
much,
radio station, WKNJ, was run for
Michael Edelman
Kristene Singer
students by students. Being stu-

The Spirit
of Radio

Is Attendance
Necessary?

A Helping
Hand

WHAT CAN I DO WITH
A MAJOR IN ... ?
A Series of Workshops
Thursday, November 19, 1987
10:40 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Downs Hall
Kean College of New Jersey
During the entire day, a series of wo rkshops wi ll provide information
about majors at Kean College and career path s that can be followed
w ith t hese majors . T he workshops w ill have panels of experts faculty, admin ist rators , alumni, and professionals from the wo rk
world - wh o wi ll give brief presen tations and answer questions.
Stud ents are invited to attend as many workshops as they w ish . A few
workshops are repeated for the convenience of students.
The event is sponsored by thB followin g departments:
Career Services Center, Advisem ent Center, Adult Advisory Services,
Exceptional Educational Opportunities, Cooperative Education , and
the Freshman Center.
For further information, call the Career Services Center at 527-2040.
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Commentary
Keen on Kean

byMannyCantor ::::::::;:;:;:;,::::;::,;,::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;

Long Overdue Correction
Explaining the stock market
plunge, in his first news conference in seven months, President
Reagan said: "I think that this
was a long overdue correction ...
But, this is, I think, purely a stock
market thing and there are no
indicators out there of recessi1 1
or hard times at all." Shades of
Herbert Hoover and his "prosperity is just around the corner!"
Of course there are profound
differences between 1929 and
1987 It's a new wo rld a lto gethe r.
Some lesso ns were learned in
the Bi g Depressio n of t he '30s.
This t ime th e damage will be
contained through government
intervention. Yet the life of every
single person on Kean College
campus will be affected in one
way or another in the months
and years ahead. I am convinced
this generation will remember
and talk about the crash of '87
like my generation did about the
crash of '29.

One cannot be so vindictive as
not to feel compassion for the
afflictions of health and aging
that have beset the President and
his spouse. But one should not
be blind to the constantly
mounting proofs of his severe
limitations as the leader of a
great nation. I have chosen the
President's words as the title of
this column. But I will treat with
the co rrection of evils amo ng
o ur people for which Ronald
Reaga n and his Adm in istratio n
are mainly responsible. It is the
econo mic and political philosophy he espou sed, the advisers
and administrators with which
he surrounded himself and who
labored behind the charming
front he provided for them, that
have brought the country to this
pass.
Just one paragraph from the
lead editorial in the N. Y. Times of
Oct. 25 puts it su ccinctly: "The
President has led the electorate

Quick Tips: Why Must We
Make Things Difficult?

and Congress down the garden
path with nostrums that George
Bush aptly dubbed 'voodoo
economics' before he became
the witch doctor's running mate.
Congress collaborated in this
nonsense, but Mr. Reagan 's
formula was politically irresistible and his popularity overwhelming."
The corrections I think long
overdue are in the attitudes, the
expectatio ns, the illusions of a
big percentage of ou r peopl e.
It's too bad we have to learn t he
hard way, but the realization is
dawni ng that there is no e ndless
ri sing of the American standard
of living for most of us . Many
more will have to recognize the
economi c and environmental
realities - that our resources
have limits, that we are the most
wasteful people on ea rth , that
the media hype for newer, better
and bigger hinders, not aids, the
economy. We face an inevitable
rise in taxes. Even Reagan has to
go along. The task will be to resist
any effort to put the biggest
burden on those least able to
pay. There must be the deepest
cuts in the huge and wasteful
budget for " defense".

math probl e m (s lo pe? oh , y_ou
Good Old Ben Franklin said,
reall
y mean angl e of incl ination ),
"an ounce of prevention is worth
a pound of cure." He sa id a lot of or a computer probl e m (sure, we
are writin g de tails, but how ofte n
things. And many of them, if not
all, seem to me, at least, to make do we remember what it is we

The greed and selfishness wh ich
has been nurtured in Washington should abate. More consciences will be stirred by disturbing stati stics like these : a
study by Physicians Task Force
on Hunger in America concludes

quite a bit of good average,
everyday sense; plain old com-

that 20 million Americans do not
get enough to eat every day (AP

by !onathan Neiss

mon sense. And for us, being
young and wo rking our way into
this increasingly new world of
red tape and bureaucracy -well,
we often feel helpless, do we
not? Or frustrated or angry or
despairing.
And this, I think, is ridiculous
and totally avoidable.
So often I see myself and others taking the hardest road possible to a solution. No pain, no
gain, true. But we often seem in
our daily concerns to bring upon
ourselves troubles that don't even
have anything to do with being
necessary.
I think we assume many of our
problems are difficult if not next
to impossible to solve. And this
goes as much forgetting a change
on a driver's license as for a
serious problem with a friend or
relative in a relationship. But I
think that we defeat ourselves by
assuming the problem to be so
difficult. And, by doing so overlook what could be a very easy· or
simple solution.
Take study habits. I used to
have the worst. I would only do
things one way - read and do
every single minute detail. And
in doing so I got the details, but
often overlooked the general
concepts. And, of course, then,
after the test it was gone. But I ·
read a simple method of reading
the summary first and skimming
the chapter, and then reading.
And then the work takes on an
entirely new mean ing. And a
much clearer one.
The general idea is so important, not only fo r a good grade,
for on e test, bu t fo r any particular problem. By understa nding
the most, the largest, the broadest co nce pt very often the particular details fall into place.
This seems to work, say for a

are actually trying to do), or even

something in the humanities.
Most of us would be surprised to
learn that good old Albert Einsttein did not onl y originally do
no e xperiments, bu t he actually
rejected the entfre body o f an
scientific principles and thought !
He sat in a room and said to himself, ok, what is going on here?
And from this, of course .... And
we each can do this with our own
problems, both in school and in
our personal lives, it is a method
we overlook, but is very effective.
Ever have trouble getting
somewhere? Ever try calling the
town ' s police department? I
recently needed some information about POW's. So I called the
VA in Washington , D.C. Why
fool around? I went right to the
source . There are so many
government agencies which
provide (free) so much useful
information to all our daily lives,
but we just totally disregard these
avenues. Then we spend days or
weeks or months worrying or
getting upset about what to do.
This is so true when we are young
adults, just being introduced into
all the red tape of the world.
We see libraries, government
agencies, and the like more often
as " them" or " that thing", but so
rarely as a tool, a resource and
service for our daily lives.
Want to improve your study
habits? Learn how to make a
bureaucracy work for YOU?
These answers exist. They are
often written by people who
experienced the same frustration
we are now. Why go through
and repeat all th e mistakes they
made, when they have shown us
an easier way?
So, got a proble m? Pe rsonal or
professio nal? Don't get angry or
give up or scream - someo ne
has probably already written an
entire book about how to solve
your needs.

dispatch , Oct. 26); a hard core of economic and other experts, of
non-working Americans, bet- the major industrial countries,
ween 10 and 20 million people, that their national economy is
in their prime working years, are
now an integral part of the global
remaining outside the work force
and are not even counted as economy that is interdependent,
among the unemployed because that they learn to swim together
they are not actively seeking a or they sink together. Maybe
job (N.Y. Times business page, they also can recognize they must
Sept. 27). A good sign is the fact share a much bigger proportion
that "Republican Presidential of resources with the emerging
contenders a re voicing a passion nations, the so-called "South ",
for compassion." Bernard Wein- in time to avoid dire consetraub gives su rprisi ng q uotations quences.
from Vice- Presi de nt Bush, Bob
Maybe, may be, the American
Dol e an d Jack Ke mp in his N.Y. people will fa ce th e ugl y truth
Times di spatch from Washin gto n tha t television threate ns our culon Oct. 21. He also quotes Kevin · tural growth . " On th e ave rage
Phillips, a Republican analyst : · we turn inward and tune in to TV
" It's clear that we' re looking at
almost seve n hours each day . For
th e growing Republ ica n rea lizathe young, the screen has become
tio n that the social Darwinist state the parent. For the elderly, it has
of conservati sm - the dog-eat- too frequently become th e disdog, survival-of-the-fi ttest eco- mal replacement of th e fam ily.
no mics - has breathed its last. "
For the lonely, it has allowed isoI cannot resist invoking a pic- lation to become the norm . And
ture of what surely will occu r for the average citizen, it has
many times in real life. The M.B.A. contributed to making them foryuppie, victim of a " cut back", eigners in their own neighborwill find himself in line to file for hoods." (Prof. Ronald K.L. Colunemployment compensation, lins, Syracuse University professandwiched between a young sor of law) . TV also makes it
black lady and a young Hispanic possible for a combination of
man . He will have time and inspi- image and money to subvert the
ration to re-examine his former political process.
notion that " those people don 't
So, the consequen ces of the
really want to work, they just
1987
crash, in the long run may
want a hand-out", et cete ra.
not all be bad. It will take a lon g
One very important result of time, however, and I won 't be
the market collapse should be a there. But I'll try ha rd to stick
sharply heightened recognition around to see the process well
by the governments, the busi- under way, and to contribute a
ness and financial lead_ers, the

mite to hasten it.

Battle of the Bands
Nov. 11, Wednesday, 8 p.m.-1 a.m.
Tickets: Students $2
Non-Students $4

Dance Party
Featuring:
Pretty Poison

Nov. 19, Thursday
Billboard Rates Single #2
''Catch Me _I'm Falling"
Both Shows in the Cafeteria
Tickets o n sale in College Center
Funded by :
Student Org.
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Speak Out

by John A. Salerno
and Margaret Walsh

Steve Biernacki
Shue Lin

I can ' t park near the residence
halls . I have to carry my stuff
from far off in the parking lots.

Not really. Sometimes there's
some problems in the morning.
Even if I have to park in VaughnEames, there's always a space
available.

Do you think parking is a
problem at Kean?

Ruth Nunez

There isn't a problem if you
get to campus early. I don 't have
any problem and I park by the
Gym .

Linda Good

Calvin Lee

I always have trouble finding a
place to park.

They need more parking spaces. The other lots are too far
from my classes.

,~

.

~~

,.y ...

.. )
.

Wendy Everitt

George Aoun

Sometimes there's a problem
in the morning. I hardly get to
Pam Smith
class on time because I've been
Yes! There aren't enough spalooking for a space. I wonder ces. People are rude, they' ll take
what it will be like in the winter your spot in a minute.
when it snows.

Rob Mullas

There's plenty of parking at
Vaughn Eames. People only
complain because they don't
want to walk.

Yes! When people have to wait
for a space, to park off campus
you know there is a problem.
They charge 10 dollars for a permit and you're not guaranteed a
parking space.

Louis Ruiz

The parking lot is too far from
the dorms. They should be better patrolled.

Kean Holds Eating Disorders Workshop

by Elena Blake
College stress and learning to
cope were among the topics discussed at the " Controlling Eating
Disorders" panel discussion last
Thursday in the Freshman Center. The panel included Dr.
McCrea from Behavioral Medicine Consultants in Warren , Jean
Zaccone, director of the Eating
Disorders unit at St. Claire's hos-

pital in Denville, and Irene Katz

theyhaveunrealisticgoalswhich

here that people, especially

She stressed the importance of

from the Counseling Center at
Kean .
Ms. Katz discussed the psychological characteristics of people
with eating disorders. These
people tend to be success
oriented and competitive. They
usually appear to be efficient
and competent while hiding
feelings of inadequacy. Because

are impossible to achieve, they
view themselves as failures and
are very anxious to please Qthers.
Eating disorders can result
when high levels of stress are
combined with perceived pressures to be thin . Eating disorders
can be found in any country with
social and economic conditions
si milar to the United States. It is

women, are receiving the message from the media that to be
thin is to be happy. Many people
take this message to heart and
allow desire for the "perfect figure" to control their lives.
The panel members defined
eating disorders and discussed
the physical effects that they can
have. Anorexia Nervosa is characterized by self starvation and a
loss of 20% or more of one's
normal body weight. Bulimia is
characterized by excessive eating followed by vomiting or use
of other methods to avoid weight
gain . Many people exhibit behaviors of both anorexia and
bulimia.
Jean Zaccone described the
extensive physical harm that can
resu lt from an eating disorder,
incl uding an 18% death rate for
cases that go untreated .
Treatment can vary from outpatient therapy to extensive
inpatient programs, depending
on the individual case.
A fourth member of the panel
was a mother of three who is a
recovering bulimic. She spoke of
personal experiences which led
hertobecomebulimic,andhow
she was finally able to control it.

asking for help and the importance of having people to support and understand you. She
found support through " Overeaters Anonymous." She reminded us that recovery is an
ongoing process. " I am not
cured," she said. "I could go
back at any time. "
The woman delivered a warm
address without glossing over the
'dangers of the disease. " Once
you start you can't stop," she
warned. "I used to binge and
purge three or four times a day."
The panel emphasized that there
are no magic cures, but once yo u
have taken the first step there is
help ." If you have questions or
would like help regarding an eating disorder, contact the Coun- ·
sel ing Center, or attend the "Eating Disorders" workshops on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
10:50 to 11 :50 A.M.
The expertise and professional
attitude, coupled with the
genuine concern of the panel
members, made this program an
info rmative and productive one.
This program was sponsored by
the Counseling Center, the
Freshman Center and the
Women's Resource Center.

:'\ow is lhl' time to makt·
\"Olli" rhnin•. ill'CIIISl'
l'wry ,\rtCarwtl rollt·ge
ring - from ha1lllso111e
tratlilinnal to CO llll'lllJJO·
rary styb- is 011 salt•
110\1 I \"1111 ·11 ht• illl(ll"l'SS\'tl
\\ilh lh!' nnt• ,lrt C:rrwd
rr:1fls111a11ship 1h:11·s
harkt·d hy a Full l.if!'lilllt'
Warranty. Ami ynu "II
appr!'\'ia tt• lhl' sal'i11gs.
1Jn1i"t miss nut!

STUDY LABS
WRITING

7li<' Q11ali~1:
11w 0~1/i.1·111,111sh1/1.
77Jl' Rt'mml l/111 {Jl'Sl'rt 'C'.

November 9-11 10:15-8:00 P.M. Hutchinson Hall
Dale

lime

Pl:1n·
Depasil neouired -

-

~

527-2640
WRITING CENTER (for all classes)
LOCATION: 3rd Floor Library
Daily & Evening Hours Monday-Thursday
WRITING TUTORING (for Eng. 0108 & Eng. 0109)
527-24555
Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Evening: Monday: 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
Tuesday: 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Wednesday: 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
Thursday: 6 p.m.-8 p.m.
READING & STUDY SKILLS
527-2351
READING LAB (for all classes)
LOCATION : 2nd Floor Hutchinson Hall
Monday: 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Tuesday: 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Wednesday: 8 a.m-8 p.m.
Thursday: 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Fridav: 8 a.m .-4 o.m.
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Arts and Entertainment
''Burn This'' is Flan,ing in N. Y.C.
by Kim Hemmes
and Maria Kuhn
At the Plymouth Theatre, 45th
Ave . between Broadway and 8th
Ave., in the heart of New Yor~'s
theater district, is Lanford W1I son's " Burn This. "
The cast consisted of four
people, Anna, Joan Allen, Burton, Jonathan Hogan , Larry, Lou
Liberatore and Pale , John
Malkovich.
.
The play takes place in the loft
of a converted cast-iron building, in lower Manhattan during
the present time.
The opening scene is during
mid-October, late afternoon, in
which the character of Anne is
introduced , along with her boyfriend , Burton.
At this time, we learn she has
returned from her homosexual
roomates' funeral. She discusses
Robby's family and how disconcerning they were towards him
and his career as a dancer.
'Joan Allen portrays Anne well.
The audience feels compassion
forthesituation . Shegaveagreat
beginning to the play.
At this point, Larry, her other

homosexual roomate, and Burton her boyfriend, have been
int(oduced and the audience is
curious to see who and what
importance they hav~ tot~~ play.
Pale, John Malkov1ch , 1s introduced during the next s·cene, as
Robby's brother, who stops by ~o
pick up his belongings at 3:00 in
the morning.
Malkovich gives an outstanding . introductio~ to _ Pal~. The
audience was rolling in the
aisles," at his satirical humor, and
believeness o~ h!s c~~racter.
Anne sees s1milant1es_b~tween
Pale and Robby, and 1s 1mmediately taken by him and they
end up spending the rest of the
night together.
.
Anne is shown trying to deal
with conflicts between her career
as a dancer and choreographe~,
boyfriend and Pale. Larry is
brought out more and his homosexual qualities become more
evident.
Anne and Pale fall in love but
she is quick to reject it due to her
loyalty with B~rton'. and his
" safeness," who 1s her idea of the
perfect male. The ending is a

heartwarming one.
--------------~----------,
Overall, the play was outstanding. However, John Malkovich
shined above the rest. The
audience to?k well to his c~aracHer film credits include
(Pale) John Malkovich
ter due to his humor and sincerCompromising Positions ,
John has appeared in varity. The other actors compleManhunt and Peggy Sue Got
ious shows, both on stage and
mented Malkovich 'sacting grac~Married .
movies.
fully. The ?~tors port~ayed_their
(Burton) Jonathan Hogan
His stage credits include
~hara~ters hfes~yle with flair, yet
He has appeared both on
Death of a Salesman, True
in their own unique way.
stage and on film .
West, Of Mice and Men , Fifth
The writer,_ Lanford Wilso~ ,
Stage credits include, As Is,
of July and Ashes, to just name
showed the different personahComedians, Fifth of July and
a few .
ties visibly in his writing. Each
Otherwise Engaged. He has
His movie credits include
chara~ter played an important
been nominated for a Drama
The Killing Fields, Places in
part in the story. He tou~hes
Desk award and a Tony Award
the Heart, Eleni, Death of a
upon humor, sadness, feelings,
Salesman, Making Mr. Right
for outstanding actor.
action, jealousy and the various
His film and television credand Empire of the Sun by
types of love we have in society
its include "The Doctors," and
Steven Spielberg, which is due
today. He _uses a~ old pl_o t for"Dreams of Gold : The Mell
out in December.
mula and Jazzes 1t up with the
Fisher Story.
(Anna) Joan Allen
problems of today and the uniLou Liberatore (Larry)
Joan has performed both
que stereotypes of various peoLou has just completed the
on stage and in movies.
pie we have today.
season of Burn This in Los
Her stage credits include
"Burn This" is the play to see.
Angeles and is now back in
Three Sisters, Cloud 9 and
It will most definitely be up for
New York.
Fifth of July to name several.
several Tony nominations this
She has been awarded the
He has· just finished taping,
year for acting as well as technical.
Clarence Dorwent, Drama
" If It's Tuesday, This Must Be
The standing ovation was pr_oof
Belgium ," and " Combat
Desk, Outer's Critic Circle .-.nd
of the audienc,; ' s react1~,n
High ."
Theatre World awards:
towards the play, marvelous.
We give it a thumbs up.

Who s Who in the Cast

Planetarium of Interest to All

''Inherit The Wind"
Kean College presents one
of the most stirring plays in
recent years which retains folk
flavor and spiritual awareness.
"Inherit The Wind" was written by Jerome Lawrence and
Robert E. Lee, and is directed
by Dr. James Murphy. The
play is based on a small Tennessee town which gained
national attention in 1925 when

Brown, Felix Ocejio as Mr.
Bannister, Barbara Lynn Friedman as Melinda, Michael Smith
as Howard, Angel Quinones
as Elijah, Victor Hoff as E.K.
Hornbeck, Tim McCarthy as
Mayor, Elizabeth Breiten as
Mrs. Brady, Mark Elbaum as
Tom Davenport, Marc Malara
as Henry Drumnond, David
Dopko as Judge, Mark Szabo

a bio\ogv schoo\ teacher was

as Dumlap, and Javier Man-

I arrested for violating state law
and teaching Darwin's theory

of evolution in the classroom.
Rehearsals are going smoothly for the exciting and powerful theatrical production of
" lnheritThe Wind". The hardworking cast has put many
hours into making the play a
success.
The main characters include
Donna J. Lipton as Rachel
Brown, Jean Bernard Luc as
Meeker, Aaron James Todoroff as The Rev. Jeremiah

rique as Sillers.

The dedicated cast delivers
a strong message which reflects on the 200th birthday of
our Constitution. " Inherit The
Wind" will be presented on
November 18, 19, 20, 21 at 8
p.m. and Sunday, November
22, at 3 p.m. Tickets are available at the Kean College Box
Office Monday throu~h
Thursday 11 a.m.-8 p.m. and
Friday 11 a.m.-3 p.m. For more
information call 527-2337.

by Kim Hemmes
On the third floor of the
Science Building is an exciting
feature of Kean's science department that many of you probably
aren't familiar with . It' s the
Planetarium.
The dome was donated to the
college by the alumni in 1981 . It
has been used for class presentations as well as student entertainment and information.
Dr. Donald Krall, host of the

The 40 minute program describes the sky and which constellations will be present that evening and throughout the season.
Various planets and stars which
are visible during Autumn are
also described. Some of the
information may be confusing to
non-astronomy or earth science
majors, but it is still very
interesting.
Starting in December, the win-

presentations which are given
every Wednesday at 12:30 p.m.

ter skies program will be featured up until the springtime. At

The feature presentation, until that time the program will cha11ge
December, is fall skies.
with the season, and spring skies

will be presented at that time.
Since shows are only given
once a week during a class hour,
it may be difficult for some people to attend, but it is worth the
attempt to see it at least once.
Just think, during walks with
your 'main squeeze' you can say,
"Hey honey, look above and see
Aphradite or the planet Jupiter."
I'm sure he or she will be very
impressed.
The admission charge to the
show is free and is open to everyone . Take advantage of it, it's
well worth it.

~~~
a:
~; I"' Positions Available~,

\i1~

Full and Part-Time
Dayshift - and - Closers

Madrigal Dinner at Kean

We have immediate openings available for hard-working dependable
individuals. We'll set up a schedule that fits your needs!
·
Up to $5.50 an hour to start. Meal discounts - benefits.
Apply in person at the following locations:
• Union - 2310 Route 22 East• Scotch Plains - 2510 Route 22 East
• Green Brook - Route 22 West• Avenel -1140 St. Georges Avenue
• Plainfield - 1200 South Avenue• Finderne - 44 Finderne Avenue

MANAGEMENT TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
Reservations are being accepted for the third annual madrigal
dinner to be held 6:30 p.m. Dec.
2 at Kean College of New Jersey
in Downs Hall , which will be
transformed into a baronial banquet hall.
Tickets at $15 are being reserved
through the music department
(527-2107) office for the full
dinner which will include Renaissance style entertainment
before, during and afterthe meal.
Evelyn Bleeke of Westfield, an
instructor of music who is director of "Ye Olde Elizabethan
Feaste," said seating is limited
and reservations shou Id be made
early.
Bleeke said the Kean College
Choir, the Women's Ensemble
and musicians will be costumed
in Renaissance style. Music will

consist of madrigals and Christmas carols, a brass band and a
consort of early instruments.
Costumed dancers will take a
" merry turn " around the hall,
she said.
She also said the wassail Bowle
will be passed, the boar's head
will be honored and figgy pudding will be consumed . Viands,
Bleeke said, will include roast
cornish hens stuffed with wild
rice.
Assisting Blake in organizing
the event are Dr. Michael Montgomery of High Bridge, professor of music, and director of the
Women's Ensemble; Tom P.
Herron of Califon, assistant professor of music, and director of
the instrumental groups; and Dr.
Doris Engelhard of Montclair,
associate professor of music and
director of the dancers.

We are looking for ambitious part time managers. We have career
opportunities for self motivated individuals who are:
• Willing to grow • Willing to work hard
We offer:
• $6.00 an hour • Exciting Tuition Reimbursement Bonus
For information call - Norman Lichtman - President, 201-769-7222

r-------------~-------------------~-----~
~
FREE WHOPPER®
BURGER
WHEN YOU BUY ONE.
KING
• Union - 2310 Route 22 East• Scotch Plains....: 2510 Route 22 East
• Green Brook - Route 22 West• Avenel -1140 St. Georges Avenue
• Plainfield - 1200 South Avenue• Finderne - 44 Finderne Avenue

Please present this coupon befcre ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer. Not to be
used with other coupons or offers. Void where
prohibited by law. This offer expires
11/31/87

I
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--Tunnel OfLove/ More Mature Than Usual=========
by Sue Allena

this house with all the love ... "
" Two Faces" also shows the challenge to overcome despair.
Springsteen also relies on a
recurring theme that shows up in
songs like " Cautious Man " and
"Valentine's Day." That theme
deals with cars and the night. The
opening lines of " Valentine's
Day" finds the singer " ... driving
a big lazy car, rushing up the
highway in the dark. "
Not only has Springsteen
looked to true love to see him
through, but religion has become
a factor in a few of the songs,
" and God's light came shinin' on
through, I woke up in the da·rkness scared and breathin' and
born anew."

Bruce Springsteen's new album,
" Tunnel Of love" is an amazing
record. The ninth release from
the Boss looks at a man 's desire
for everlasting love, but in doing
so probes the depths of the
darkest fears which that love may
bring.
On this album fans will find
that Springsteen has grown up .
His themes, though basically the
same as his previous work, have
matured. Springsteen is no longer
looking for an escape, but now
he .searches for the comfort and
support of true love.
In the song, " All That Heaven
Will Allow," the singer shows
that love will see him through
the darkest of times and he chalInner struggle with oneself
lenges the darkness,, "So c'mo~ becomes the theme in "One Step
mister trouble, we II make rt Up" . Springsteen sings, "When I
through you somehow, we'll fill look at myself I don't see the

Texas Flair in N.Y.
by Kim Hemmes
If you enjoy the sounds, people and atmosphere of a good ol '
honky tonk bar and eatery without traveling to Texas, I've found
the place for you .
In New York's Greenwich Village, on 5th Ave. and 13th St. is
the " official Texas embassy," the
Lone Star Cafe. The Lone Star
features live music each night,
catering mostly to Rock-A-Billy
including such bands as HEGE V
(Hegg/Eevee), Cindy Lee Berry
Hill and They Might Be Giants.
The atmosphere is definitely
Texan style, with employers in
everything from cowboy hats to
boots. The menu consists of good
ol' Southern style cookin' with
barbecued ribs, steaks, chicken
and burgers.
.
But, I must emphasize that thrs

is New York and you should plan
to spend "big bucks."
.
On Friday night, the cover at
the door is ten dollars each and ·
then drinks are just as high.
Bottled American beer is about
$4.00 each.
The Lone Star is a lot of fun, so
if you're in the Village and looking for an entertaining way to
spend some money, I recommend
it- even if you just want to get a
closer look at a Texan dragon fly
dressed in cowboy boots and al I! ·
Some upcoming concert dates
at the lone Star:
Nov. 5 - Jaco Pasterius Tribute
Concert
Nov. 6 & 7 - Dr. John
Nov. 9 - Maynard Ferguson
Nov. 10 - Joe "King" Carrasco
Nov. 14 - The Crickets
Nov. 19 -The Ventures
Nov. 25 - Clifton Chenier.

",ff
__
fit;

man I wanted to be, somewhere
along the line I slipped off
track ... " Yet, he doesn't give up.
The listener believes he will stay
and fight to get back on track .
The album has a country influence, yet there are some upbeat
pop tunes destined to be singles.
The first single, " Brilliant Disguise" , has already broken the
Top Ten . The title track and " One
Step Up" are sure to make good
follow up singles, the latter is
already receiving considerable
airplay.

Springsteen with band members during recent tour.

Mime
at Kean
Theatre Fantastique, a mime,
dance, and drama company
from Europe, will perform at 8
p.m. Dec. 3 in the Wilkins
Theatre at Kean College of
New Jersey.
The performance of the
group of three, Richard
Zachery, an American, Solvi
Kern of Germany, and Patrick
Sabourin of France, is open to
the public at a cost of $8.50 a
ticket.
Theatre Fantastique was
founded in 1980 by Zachery
who worked with Kern in
Marcel Marceau's mime
school. His imagination created the 20 characters performed
by the three.
Although this group originated in Paris and traveled
throughout Europe, the language barrier is not a problem
since there is no spoken dialogue. Furthermore, it is entertainment for all ages, and is
seen differently by everyone.
In this performance, the
characters transform themselves into a variety of shapes,
animals, and monsters and
they take the audience to a
fantasy land.

Overall, " Tunnel Of Love" is a tions of the listeners. Die hard
renewal of faith and everlasting · Springsteen fans will enjoy this
love, which touches the emo- album.

Concert Corner
by Tom Green
I would like to take this time to
introduce you to the latest addition of the INDEPENDENT, Concert Corner. The purpose of this
weekly column is to inform
readers of upcoming concerts
and events as well as concert tidbits around the area. The list will
consist of various types of music
so as to be of interest to as many
people as possible.
The Gerry Garcia shodw on
Broadway was a big hit, an there
has been talk of possibly extending the gig, but at this time there
is nothing concrete. The Cars
played on Friday night at the

Meadowlands to low turnout
crowd, evidently they are not the
hot item around here. On Halloween, Over Ki II, Nuclear
Assault, and Anvil Bitch were
shaking the paint off the walls at
L'Amour in Brooklyn to a soldout head bangin' crowd.
As for upcoming events in the
area, look for: Hooters, Alice
Cooper, Rush, and in December
a visit from Yes.
That will wrap it up for this
week's Concert Corner, but stay
tuned for the latest in concert
events and happenings.

Date(s)

Acts

Pl ace

11 / 5
11/6
11/6
11/6-7
11/6-7

Tina Turner, Level 42
The Fat Boys
G.B.H., Agnostic Front
Simply Red, Danny Wilson
Whitelion
Willie Nelson
Aerosmith, Dokken
Whitney Houston

Nassau Coll., N.Y.
Radio City, N.Y.C.
Irving Plaza, N.Y.C.
Beacon Th., N. Y.C.
L'Amour, Brklyn.
W.M.F., N.Y.
Nassau Coll., N.Y.
Meadowlands, N.J.

Jethro Tull

M.S.G., N.Y .C.

11/6-8
11/8

11/10
11/10
11/13

11/13

11/14
11/21
11/22
11/25
11/27
11/30

Jethro Tull
Nassau Coll., N. Y.
Aerosmith, Dokken
Meadowlands, N.J.
Marshall Crenshaw
Stone Pony, N.J.
Ramones
L'Amour, Brklyn.
Jethro Tull
Meadowlands, N.J.
Kix
l' Amour, Brklyn.
zebra
L'Amour, Brklyn.
John Cougar Mellencamp
Meadowlands, N.J.
•denotes possible sold-out event

On-Sale
Now
Now
Now Now
Now
Now
*Now
*Now
N°""

Now
*Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now
Now

Key: M.S.G. = Madison Square Garden ; W.M.F. = Westbury Music Fair
- • = Possible Sold-Out Event -

Musicians Wanted
Two tenors, a bass ' baritone
and a contralto who all can read
music are being sought for
membership in the Symposium
Singers, the performing fa:et of
Choral Symposium Inc., based at
Kean College of New Jersey.
The non-profit corporation
founded in 1986 by James Cullen
of Elizabeth, an assistant professor of music at Kean College,
performs benefit concerts in New
Jersey and surrounding states ..
Composed of trained choristers, the singers opened last sE:ason with a concert in Jersey Crty
to benefit the Emergency Food
and Shelter Program. The season

included appearances for the
Cape May Immediate Needs
Fund and the Philadelphia, Pa.,
Philabundance group which collects left-over catering meals for
shelters.
Concerts planned for 1987-~8
season included a Jersey City
appearance and summer tour of
Spain.
Interested singers should contact Cullen to arrange an appointment. He can be reached at (201)
527-2655. Resumes may be mailed
to Cullen, c/o Kean College of
New Jersey, Music Department,
Union, N.J . 07083.

Halloween "Spooks" Invade Village
by Maria Kuhn
.
·
Every Halloween nr?~t, ~- ~ew
York City's Gre_enwrc
' 1age
section, there rs a parad~ of
spooks: ghouls and Just, rrghtout weirdos.
The parad~ takes place on 6th
Avenue and rs packed the whole
length of the parade ro~te._ Spectators are very enthus1ast1c and
.
'Id
t
alsowerewearrngw, cos umes.
. .
t
dressed in
Part1c1pan
s were
costumes and marched along the
route while others rode 0 ~ elaborate floats from local businesses
and groups.
Costumes were elaborate, with

Flvira and Dracula spotted ~~erwhere These were defrnrtely
ihe tw~ popular costumes this
Halloween season.
Some interesting 'get ups'
included a man dressed as a
bl
Andy Warhol and
~ci~~~ich french fries.
The winner of the best resemblence costume was John lend y k Ono The two
non an
o o
•
d
ed in white suits and
were ress
'John' had on his famous round
,
,
sp~~~ioween in the Village is a
fun and exciting experience
'II
er forget
you nev
·
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''Less Than Zero''
The Title Says It All

Unsuspected Murderer is Moving
by Lorna Doesberg

Suspect, a whodunit murder
mystery, set in a Washington,
D.C. courtroom proves again that
a person is often judged by circumstancial evidence and that
the least suspected person is the
guilty party.
Kathleen Riley, Cher, is an
outspoken , dedicated public
defender, who is overworked and
under paid. She is assigned to
defend a deaf, homeless veteran,
Carl Wayne Anderson played by
Liam Neeson. Anderson is accused of the murder of a
Washington legal secretary and
all the evidence points to him. At
first Kathleen does not believe
that her client is innocent. But
Anderson convinces her, not with
words but with his actions that
he is innocent.
Eddie Sanger played by Dennis

Quaid, is a Washington lobbykst
who is picked for jury duty to
hear Anderson 's case. He notices
an inconsistency in the prosecutor's case and decides to help
Kathleen to prove Anderson 's
innocence.
At first Kathleen resists Sanger's
help. She is afraid of being
accused of jury tampering, and
with a suspicious Judge Helms,
played by Jdhn Mahoney, he
warns her that he would disbar
her.
Through eye contact in the
courtroom and secret meetings,
Sanger gives Kathleen evidence
to prove that it was not Anderson
who was the murderer. But it is
Kathleen who finds the one piece
of evidence that proves her
client's innocence and in a speech
in the courtroom she reveals the
real guilty party.
All the characters in the movie

Cougar Spirit Caught

are well played . Cher gives a
believable performance as a
lonely attorney fighting for the
rights of the under privileged.
Dennis Quaid is very believable
as an ambitious lobbyist. Liam
Neeson gives a stunning performance as the bum, who underneath all the dirt is an average
guy just down on his luck. One
of the movies themes was murder
for survival. Everyone thought
that Anderson killed the secretary for her car and money but in
the end, the real killer and motive
is told . The plot gave run away
clues that did not help the
audience solve the mystery.
Sometimes it just confused the
facts . But in the end it left the
audience with a good fee ling
that justice was done.

by Kim Hemmes

"Less Than Zero,"· is the perfect title for this movie, it was the
pits, rating below zero .
Starring Andrew McCarthy,
Jami Gertz and Robert Downey,
Jr., the movie was like a two hour
'Just Say No' to drugs commercial.
The movie deals with three
friends, who live in Beverly Hills,
and their year after high school.
Clayton, Andrew McCarthy,
leaves his girlfriend Blair, Jami
Gertz, who becomes a model
and Julian, his best friend, to go
to college in Vermont.
During the next six months,
Julian develops an exorbitant
coke habit which gets him $50,000
in debt.
Clayton and Blair, who is also a

'coke' add ict, try desperately to
save Julian during the Christmas
break, since no one e lse will help
- not even his father.
The movie shows wild parties
amongst very rich kids with
cocaine everywhere; two sex
scenes which serve no purpose
and two serious situations which
the whole audience laughed at.
The only thing good I could
say when I left the theater was I'll
never start a cocaine habit and
thank goodness I didn 't have to
pay to see this movie.
Take my advice, read the book
it's much, much, much better
and see the movie when it's on
video, which won 't be long, the
soundtrack is worth the rental
charge.

In 1985, a controversial novel portrayed the
wild, excessive lives of the kids
in Beverly Hills.

On Friday, November 6th, brace yourself
for the motion picture.
Dave Johnson, co captain of the football team gives "Pep Talk."
Photo by Jim Cunningham.
by Linda Reina

Cougar spirit filled the air as
the Pep Railey got underway
October 29th. The cafeteria was
filled with energetic supporters.
Enthusiastic and spirited Michael
J. Timney started the ralley as he
expressed his support for all of
Kean College's sports teams. Also
to share support with encouraging words were President Nathan
Weiss, Vice President of Student
Services; Pat Ippolito, Kean's new
Athletic Director, Dr. McKinley
Boston and Head Coach Glenn
Hedden. Coach Glenn Hedden
proudly introduced the captains
of the football team , Dave Johnson and Steve Castora. The croud
went wild. The captains said a
few words, expressing their
happiness of the team's impressive stand ing. Next the cheerleaders were introduced. They
really "wowed" the crowd to the
best of: " It 's Tricky", by

Run D.M.C. There was a ba.nner
contest also. Banners were made
by: Sigma Beta Chi, the Junior
Class, and the Twirling Squad.
Sigma Beta Chi's banner said:
" We won't stop till we reach the
top", the Junior Class banner
read: "Cougars will bit you in the
endzone," and the Twirlers
banner said : " Kean doesn 't just
twirl around." The winner of the
banner contest was Sigma Beta
Chi. A pep bus will be taking
Cougar fans to Glassboro this
weekend. Cheerleader Donna
Maurelli best summed up the
atmosphere of the Pep Railey.
She said : "It's great to see all the
people here, because it really
gets the football team1psyched
and excited. It sort of boosts their
egos, showing that the school
really cares. Its our college and
we all feel like we're out there
together. We have a good team,
they are really together. "

$5,000 Scholarship Available
College students can win
thousands of dollars in scholarship money by creating a healthful recipe that uses Sweet ' N Low
and can be prepared without a
conventional kitchen.
The " Sweet ' N Low Grade 'A'
Recipe Contest" features a Grand
Prize of $5,000, First Prize of $2,000
and Second Prize of $1,000. University, college or culinary school
employees who are members of
The National Association of College & University Food Services
are also eligible to win $2,000 in
scholarship money for their
schools to be used for education
or training.

The recipes must be suitable
for preparation in a residencehall room using only small

appliances such as a toaster oven ,
blender, wok, compact microwave or small refrigerator. They
will be judged on the basis of
healthfulness, taste, originality,
ease of preparation and appearance.
Posters with entry forms and
complete rules are being sent to
food service directors at more
than 600 colleges that are
members of The National Association of College & University
Food services. El")try forms are
also available by sending a selfaddressed stamped envelope by
December 15, 1987 to: Sweet ' N
Low Entry Form, P.O. Box 1901,
New York, NY 10116.
Entries must be postmarked by
December 31, 1987 and received
by January 10, 1988.

ANDREW McCARTHY
JAMI GERTZ

ROBERT DOWNE'( JR.

LESS

THAN
ZERO
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Announcements
ATTN: JUNIOR CLASS:

LEARNING ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

The Junior Class Council has
four openings. Interested applicants must be full-time and
at least a 2.0 GPA. Applications
available in Student Or .

Have you heard? The Learning Assistance Program (LAP) has officially opened shop. The LAP
is for tutoring of any kind. Any problems, questions, or comments, we are located in H 201
rooms F,G or H or call ext. 2584 Dr. Sue
Bou squet.

CULTURAL and HISTORICAL TRIP
to WASHINGTON D.C.
organized by S.C.S.C.
Saturday, November 14. 15. 1987
Reservation w/Maritza Altaridn
Telephone: 354-9581 or CC116
COST: $18 per person

AA MEETING
(Alcoholics Anonymous)
Tuesdays 1:40 to 3:00 p.m.
Closed meeting
Call Hot Line For Location

Director of EEO at the Graduate School
and University Center of CUNY.

Talk about Jewishness with the

JEWISH STUDENT UNION

If you are interested, please inquire at the

on Tuesday, November 10 at 1 :40

in Hutchinson 136. JOIN US!

527-3114.

1988-1989 GARDEN STATE
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIP
PROGRAM
A limited number of fellowships are available to
New Jersey residents who will attend New Jersey graduate institutions. Each award, worth
$6,000 a year, is renewable for a four yea·r period
on recommendation of the graduate school
attended. Applications are available in the
Financial Aid Office (please contact Alfred E.
Brown}. The filing deadline is 3/1/88.

'WHAT CAN I DO WITH AMAJOR IN ...?'
Acareer awareness event, "WHAT CAN I DO WITH A MAJOR IN... ?"will be presented in Downs Hall
on Thursday, November 19. 1987 from 10:40 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
During the entire day. a series of workshops will provide information about majors at Kean College and
career paths that can be followed with these majors. The workshops will have panels of expens - faculty,
administrators, alumni, and professionals from the world world - who will give brief presentations and
answer questions. Students are invited to attend as many workshops as they wish. A few workshops are
repeated for the convenience of students.
This event is sponsored by the following departments:
Career Services Center, Advisement Center, Adult Advisory Services, Exceptional Educational Opportunities, Cooperative Education, and the Freshman Center. For further info rmation, call the Career
Services Center at 527-2040.
SCHEDULE OF WORKSHOPS
10:40 a.m.- 12:00 noon
• Computer Science and Math'
• Political Science and Public Administration•
• Education: Early Childhood, Elementary, Bilingual, ESL, Teacher of the Handicapped, Speech
Correction, Education of the Hearing Impaired.
• Health Professions: Medical Record Administration, Medical Technology, Occupational Therapy,
Physical Therapy, Nursing
• Liberal Arts: English, History, Foreign Languages•

•
•
•
•
•

1:40-3:00 p.m.
Management Science and Economics
Tech nology and Industrial Education
Sciences: Biology, Chemistry, Physics, ):arth Science•
Communications and Theatre, Music
Behavioral Sciences: Psychology, Social Work, Sociology

•
•
•
•
•

5:00-7:00 p.m.
Management Science and Economics
Computer Science and Math'
Physical Education. Recreation, and Health
Fine Arts: Visual Communications. Studio Art, Interior Design. Art History•
Accounting

'Information
about Secondary
Education
Options will be
given in these
workshops.

I.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL WEEK
NOV. 9-12 Exhibition in Showcase Library
NOV. 10

International Forum
J100 8:00-10:00 p.m.

NOV. 12

Top 40 Dance
Cafeteria $2.00 8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m.

NOV. 19

International Cultural Night Featuring the
"Calypso Tumblers" $2.00 students, $2.50
non-students. 8:00-10:30 p.m . Downs Hall.
SHARE THE CULTURE

COO

Or, rush S2.00 lo : Research Aulalance
11322 ld.100 Ave 1706 SN, los Angeles, CA 90025
Cuslom research alsc availablP- all levels

FOR SALE - 35mm Camera
like new. Other photo equipment also available. Ca ll Paula,
998-3817.
Help! I need a good used typewriter with a fair price. Call Paula,
998-3817.
NOW HIRING Part and full time
"Holiday Cash". 20 open ings
needed to be filled . No experience required. High income,
possible credits, flexible hou rs,
year end company ski trip . ALL
MAJORS WELCOME, 2nd lan guage helpful but not necessary. For interview call 667-7357;
10 5 p.m., Mon .-Fri.
Mobile Music Instructors, Inc.
seeks teachers for all instruments esp . piano . Teachers
travel to area homes. Please call
754-5544.
Wanted!!! Aggressive, Enthusiastic students to join the '87-'88
Student Travel Services Sales
Team. Earn free trips and cash ,
set your own hours, and gain
excellent sales experience while
marketing Winter and Spring
Vacations. For more information
call 1-800-648-4849.
Evelyn Kaiser, Realtor-Associate
R9n Winhold and Associates
Inc., 2060 Morris Avenue, Union,
NJ 07083. Office: 201-686-3600.
FOR SALE - Raichle RX6 Air
Ski Boots, Size 8 - used one
season . Reguiar price
$150 .00 . Asking $90-00

Of

BIO .

For more info stop at 308 Bartlett Hall. Ask for Victor.
FOR SALE - 1982 Pontiac
Firebird . V6, automatic, fully
loaded, including A/C , T-tops,
cruise control. Block exterior,
camel interior, Excellent condition in and out. 57m miles.
$4,500. Call days 351-1990. Ask
for Richard . Nights, 686-1478.
Ask for Rich or Felice.
PIANO FOR SALE - Spinet,
379-2942. Call after 8:00 p.m.
GET INVOLVED and GET PAID
$5.00/Hour. Voter canvassing .
For information call : 6888861/353-2951 . Ask for George.
Expanding Newark Law Firm
needs office services personnel.
Circulate office mail, receive
deliveries, distribute supplies,
assist in office moves. Full and
part-time positions. Mornings,
afternoons, and evenings. Person must be bright, reliable,
with a professional office
appearance. Call Ms. Marshall
at 643-3232 X303.

ROOM RESERVATIONS
The Office of Student Activities will be accepting room reservations and vendor
requests for Spring Semester 1988 beginning Monday, November 23, 1987. All interested student groups and academic ilepartments must fill out all necessary paperwork and ad here to the following guidelines:
1. All requests for meeting rooms must be made at least one (1) week in advance.
2. All requests for special events (dances, conferences, cultural programming) must
be made at least two (2) weeks prior to the event. Requests are subject to approval
after consultation with sponsoring organization and the Office of Student Activities.
3. All policies regarding maintenance and security charges will be strictly enforced.
Forms for services may be picked up in the Office of Student Activities and returned
by given deadline date.
4. Student ~roups and academic departments requesting space on a weekly basis
should submit all information (dates, times, room size preferred) to the Office of
Student Activities upon initial request.
5. Additional services (i.e. Audio-Visual, Food Services) are the responsibility of the
individual group making request. Groups should contact : Audio Visual - IRC - 2nd
floor Hutdiinson Hall -extension 2073 - Food Services Downs Hall - extension 2287.
6. All requests for Little Theatre must be made with Dave Porter, Director, Theatre
of Performing Arts, extensio n 2088.
7. Faculty and administrative departments coordi nating events involving outside
community partici pation, must make all arrangements through the Office of Community Services, 2nd floor Administration Bldg.; extension 2213.
8. Vendors and cake sales will also be scheduled on Monday, November 23, 1987.
Requests for vendors (jewelry, plants, etc.) must be presented in person with all
information necessary (name, dates, Social Security number or Tax I.D. number).
In the event that a function is being ca ncelled by a group or department, please
contact the Office of Student Activities immediately .
*ALL ORGANIZATIONS MUST HAVE "GROUP INFORMATION FORMS" ON FILE
IN THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES. FORMS CAN BE PICKED UP BETWEEN THE
HOURS OF 9 A.M.-5 P.M. FORMS MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE THE 23rd. OF
NOVEMBER.

Visa/MC or

EMit S~nq;l~~J~~~22

THE PSYCHOLOGY CLUB
IS PLEASED TO PRESENT:
Mr. Dean K. Harrison

Hours are flexible
Freshman Center, located on the first floor of
the library, AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. Or Call

16).78 to choose from -all subjects

O rdflr Cataloq Today with

For nights and weekends.
,
$5.00 per hour
Apply in Student Activities
College Center 143

on November 10, 1987 at 1:40 p.m. in J-333
See You There!

The Freshman Center is currently seeking to
employ a tutor in ECONOMICS to help Freshmen who have difficulties in that area.
$5.00 per hour

RISIARCH PAPIRS

BUILDING AIDES
WANTED!!

"Getting Into Graduate Schools:
The Realities"

289-9100
527-2360

CLASSIFIEDS

Person to drive company car
and read for partially sighted
piano tuner in Plainfield. 20-25
hours/week. Call Robert Young
755-1120.
WE NEED A FEW GOOD STUDENTS Smart, Quick and conscientious to fill orders in M/O
warehouse in Hillside. F/T &
P/T Flexible hours. (Mon.-Sat.)
Good hourly wage & discount.
Call ROBERT at EISER'S 201-352-6428.
Earn up to $5000.00 next school
year managing in campus marketing program for top national
companies. Flexible part-time
hours, must be Junior, Senior,
or Grad. Student. Call Yasmin
at 1-800-592-2121.
Let us do the TYPING for you!
Laser printing, letter-quality
matrix graphics. From $1 .00 per
page (OS) . Pick-up/Delivery from
CC. Call 354-1648 and leave
message.
,

1

f

I
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INDEPENDENT PERSONALS'
Cougar Football Team, Glassboro
17-0!! NJAC is in sight! The K.C.
Rah-Rahs

***
Where's your fans Glassboro,
Where's your fans??! !

***
Dad, Happy Belated B-day to
one of the last of the good guys!

***
Ann, Can you bring these to my
office? Klingon boots? Straight
hundreds across the board. Jules

***
Donna, Would like to get to
know you too as soon as I find
out who you are. #33

***
Missie, Rich is the greatest boyfriend , but you were the worst
girlfriend! A wench is a wench is
a wench . John L.

***
Coll, Football Joe with the Algebra blues! She hates us! Chitchat
in B-224B! Jules

***
Steve Carr, Are you high again?
In case you forgot, it's B-224-A.
Do try to come, you might even
LEARN SOMETHING! Who else?
C&J
***
D.J., I' ll scratch your back if you'll
scratch mine ... Amber

***
Donnala-(Koombi), Hi there! Now
I' m four years old! Thanks for listening and listening and listening!!! As someone once said,
" Go for it!" or was it, "Do it for
me! " ? Deyo!

***
Jeeva, I've got tons of pencils for
you to sharpen! Rhonda

•••

Mr. Bitkower, That's you Steven!
I'll get you for that stunt in music!
If I don 't, well maybe SATAN
will, Hmmmmm? Thanks hon!
Andrea

***
Mc, Karen, Denise, Thanks for
being there when I needed you
all the most. Your love and support pulled me through. Love
always, Vicky

Erika, Happy Belated-Bel atedBelated Bi rthday!!!! Love The
Indy Crew

Rhonda, Put the f----ng camera
away, damn it! Yo ur quarters loving buddy E.N.C.

***

***

Bambi, Worship the Porcelain
god! The Bobbe rs Breakfast Club

***

***
The chef can't cook.

***

Burnt tea kettle, You can't eat
just one; they're too good. Cookie man

Dear M.K. The singer is notorious for his vocals. "Tm sorry" .
The Editor in Chef

***
Gina, Bev & Lisa, It won 't be long
now. You all have been great as
sorors but even better as friends.
I love you all! Skee-Wee

Chip, You ' re fired for not putting out! E.S.

***

Jeeva, Pick on radicals your own
size. Former V.P.

Mary, Mindy, Lisa, I'm glad we
worked everything out! I love
you guys! Your roomie! Stacy

***
Mindy, Mary, & Stacy, I'm really
glad we worked everything out. I
knew we could. Here's to a great
future. We' re all awesome!! Lisa

***

***
***

Rhonda, Watch what your dogs
eat. George

***
Jules, Isn' t Tom Jones a singer?
Yeah, I saw him on Letterman. I
hate Algebra, let's not go anymore. Joe never does, why should
we? Love, Coll

***

Mark Goodman, Where's our
Jeeva, Where did you pick up dog? Love, Rhonda
those Nasty Habits, like cheating
in quarters. Garry

***

***

***
Little Seal, It took a little while,
but I said what I had to, and I' m
glad I did . Calm, Cool, & Collected

***

***

***
Clarence C. & Vince S., Join me
in the real world. George Star

Mr. Franchino, In my mind, I
know I can never have you . But
in my heart, I always will. Signed,
From Afar

*. *

Edgar, Who's the guy who played Dave McCarthy, Where's my
the chief in Get Smart? Oooooh I blanket from Long Beach Island?
Love, Rhonda
know that. The Trivia Champ

Jonathon, Happy Birthday! You're
twenty-four now but you' re really
only five! Hope you had a great
day! Love, Andrea
Sunshine, Happy Anniversary !
One year of amazing times.
" Here's to the future! " Clink! ,
Peanut

Eric, Chip & John, I love you all!!
Slush

***
***
Dear T.G., Dark parking lot, eh?
Fer sure dude! CRUSH! E.G.

***
To E.I.C., You ' re too skinny anyway. Your bad influence, MK

***
Mikee, Some Cinderella you are!
Especially with that aluminum
crown. Love, Boo

***
Ed. Supreme, I hear some positions are open at Memorabilia.
The Indy Crew

***

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Residents Association is conducting a survey in order to update the Kean College game
room. We w~nt to know your three favorite
video games!

Marianna, We had sooo much
fu n! The Halloween Beach Bums

***
The Independent will refuse to
run Personals that specifically
~ame any individual(s) or group(s)
in a derogatory fashion . The
paper disavows personals that do
not specifically name individuals
or groups, and disclaims any
responsibility for whatever inferences readers make. No Personals
with 35 words or more will be
accepted.
Editor's note: Hi! I'm glad lo see th-1t
so m-1ny of you have taken an interest
in submitting personals. Keep them

coming! I just have a few reminders
for all of you. No personal will be
accepted that does not include a
name and phone number from the
person who placed it. Also, no personals over 35 words will be accepted;
for all of you submitting novels keep
this in mind! That's it. Thank you.

INDEPENDENT DATE-LINE

W-Male age 22;
. Hi! I' m a tall, 9uiet, sedous male, who_ doesn't drink nor smoke. M y
interests are movies, dancing, sports, music, outdoors, seeking a friendly
or steady relationship with a person .
CODE #230
Bl Female Age 20;
I am a sli m young attractive, aggressive female . I enjoy horseback riding,
dancing, movies and quiet evenings at home. I am seeking a friendship or a
real relationship. I am not into drugs or smoking. A drink once in a while. I
am an open minded person. All open minded people apply.
CODE #001
W-Ma le age 23,
I am a nice friendly good looking guy. I enjoy movies, meeting new
people, music, bicycle riding, quiet evenings at home and many other
things. I drink only once in a while and it is very unimportant to me. If you
are a nice looking female with a good personality please apply. I am really
looking forward to hearing from you.
CODE#007
Anyon e interested in respondin g or applying to dateline ca n do so by
ca ll ing the director at 355-0174, extension 2339. Or stop in the Independent office in CC 119. Dateline hours are Tuesday 12-1 and Thurs. 11 -1. 25
cent fee.

**•

lt's... Senior Portrait Time!
When:
Where:
Time:

November 2-6 and
November 9-13
Downs Hall, Cloakroom
By Appointment
'

For DAYTIME sign-ups go to Student Organization CC128!

1.

For NIGHTTIME sign-ups go to Council for Part Time

2.

Students (CPTS) Office!

3.

sponsored by:
All responses can be dropped off in boxes located at the Sigma Beta
Tau and Nu Delta Pi tables in the cafeteria.
Again, THANKS for YOUR HELP!! Resident Association

MEMORABILIA
"Your College Yearbook"

A~nual Kean College Russian Adventure Trip
Russian Studies in Leningrad
and Moscow
January I-January 8, 1988 3 College Credits; $1,289.00
An eight day travel course to study the-culture, habits, literature, art, and everyd;iy life of one of the most diversified people
in the world - The Russians - where you will see for yourself those turbulent events and catalytic forces that triggered off
the "ten days that shook the world."
The Cost- The $1,289 covers the entire trip and includes: round trip jet transportation on a scheduled airline .. )irst class
hotels in both cities ... bus transportation between all airports ... midnight train ride between Leningrad and Moscow ... bus
transportation between all airports ... midnight train ride between Leningrad and Moscow ... two meals a day; breakfast and
dinner ... daily sightseeing on the Russian intourist buses ... all taxes, tips, and service charges.
All deposits should be made by December 1, 1987. For more detailed information and application forms, please see Dr.
Robert Fyne, Willis Hall, Room 305-B.
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Comics
Cliff's Hangers
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Cougar Log Book

Lady Cougars Clinch 2nd Place

In a special addition to the
Independent sports page I wi II
bring you an inside view of
the positive and negative
aspects of this often misunderstood career. This weekly
column is called Meet the
Sportswriters. Each week a
brief profile of the Metro
area's top sports writers will
be presented. For this week,
Walt MacPeek, a 20-year
veteran of the Newark StarLedger, thankfully agreed to
participate with this service.
Walter MacPeek is the long
time reporter of the New York
Ranger beat. The Central
Michigan University graduate
is considered by many to be
the best hockey writer in the
area. MacPeek is widely known
and respected for his investigative style of uncovering
the truth and his comfortable

The Women's Tennis Team
ended their season with an overall 9-4 record. There were many
highlights for the Lady Cougars
this season. They beat William
Paterson for the 1st time in their
history, and placed 2nd in the
Conference with a 5-2 record.
The women clinched 2nd place
with a late season win over
Rutgers-Camden. They knew
they had to win and they did it.
Coach Pantano said that winning the important three-set
matches and the tiebreakers and
staying injury-free attributed to
the team's success.
Freshman Lisa Dragon posted
a big win over St. Peters' Barbara
Lillis in the N.J. Collegiate
Championships. Dragon's deep
ground strokes and patience gave
her a straight victory to place her
5th in the State.
Posting individual singles
records over .500 were Donna
Patton (#1 singles) 9-4, Cathy
Limma (#2 singles) 7-5, Lisa
Dragon (#3 singles) 9-4, and Jenny
Arrogante (#4 singles) 8-5. #7 singles player, freshman Leah Buono,
came through strong, winning
six of eight official singles and
doubles matches.
Patton and Dragon at #1 doubles finished with a 9-4 record
and Limma and Arrogante at #2
doubles finished 8-4. Arrogante
won her ninth doubles match
while teaming up with last year's
partner, Michele Glassman .
The determination and improved play of veteran Michele
Glassman (#6 singles, #3 doubles)
and rookie Kathy Reynik (#5 singles, #3 doubles) added depth
and success to Pantano's team.
Coach Pantano found out this
season that the teams are getting

approach in dealing with the

tougher, adding more depty of

The career of sports journalism has forever been greatly
glamourized by the public.
An enormous amount of
people perceive the sports
reporter's lifestyle to be that
of envious prestige and
recognition. However, the true
image of the reporter is often
misjudged in the eyes of the
public.

MEET THE
SPORTSWRITERS
by Mark Malinowski

frequently difficulty to talk to good players rightto the #6 position. But Pantano will continue
athletes.
MacPeek was born and par- to recruit during the off-season
tially reared in Ann Arbor, and will have all but Kathy Limma
Michigan. Following the fifth
grade MacPeek's dad, because..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
winter. Stepping out of the
of his involvement with the
hotel into negative 20 and 30
Boy Scouts of America, got
degrees is too painful to take."
transferred to New Brunswick,
MacPeek's early days as a
New Jersey. A move MacPeek
sportswriter were filled with
says he "never really adjusted
enthusiasm and excitement
to." A superb pitcher as a
and obviously very rewarding.
youth, MacPeek enjoyed
"I really enjoyed it in the
"illusions of grandeur with
beginning. There was a feelthe New York Yankees" -prior
ing of self achievement after
to going away to college on a
the first five years," said Macpartial baseball scholarship. A
Peek, "but from about that
series of injuries cancelled
poin~ on it became, should I
those dreams but really awasay, redundant."
kened MacPeek's dedication
After the exciting period of
to the future. As a freshman at
the first couple of years
CMU, MacPeek got involved
though, MacPeek sensed that
with the school newspaper
his career growth had someeventually climbing from fetch
what reached its potential.
boy to sports editor. After
"Suddenly it dawned on me
graduation MacPeek latched
that I'm here," realized Macon with a local newspaper.
Peek, "and in journalism there
Then after four years of his
are only so many new conservice, MacPeek joined the·
cepts and innovations."
Star-Ledger sports staff.
MacPeek seemed to suggest
In describing the characterthat a writer's creativity beistics of his career, MacPeek
comes greatly restricted after
was fast to signify that along
seeing the same game and
with the good times there also
speaking with the same peoexists not-so-fun aspects.
ple on a consistent basis.
MacPeek seemed slightly dis"After a while all the excuses
pleased by the public's tenand credits just sound the
dency to glamorize the sportssame. You really do run out of
write rs lifestyle instead of
story angles," he said, "but
looking at it in a more realistic
one of the great challenges of
perspective.
the business is getting people
"The travel was great in the
to reveal interesting yet sinbeginning but it gets to be
cere feelings."
pretty tough after a while. "
Like many other veteran
explained MacPeek. "I mean
sportswriters, MacPeek is crityou really don't get to see too
ical of his present-day peers.
much except for the same
"There aren't many good wririnks and the same Holiday
ters today. When a good wriInns. Another part of the
ter reports a story he includes
travel which MacPeek bristled
quotes he receives in response
about are the frigid mi-dto his own questioning," noted
winter Canadian journeys that
MacPeek. "A lot of today's
he, like others, must endure.
writers use quotes they get
He said, " Going to places like
from tape recording responses
Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonto other writers' auestions."
ton can be verv difficult in the

returning in 1988. With the same
ingredients of team unity, competitiveness, experience, and
hard work, the Lady Cougars will
be ready for half the challenge.
MEN'S SOCCER
KEAN 1
Dowling 0
KEAN 1
New York Tech 1
KEAN 2
Monmouth 1
KEAN 1
New Haven 0
The Cougars continue to roll
this season. After double-overtime Kean (14-4-1) added its first
tie against a tough New York
Tech. Rich Krug (Brick) scored
Kean's goal with assists from Rich
Murray (Perth Amboy) and Alex
Louis (Asbury Park). Coach Tony
Ochrimenko was happy about
his team's continuous effort. He
said the team played well and
gave everything they had to offer.
The breaks just did not fall.
Kean had 14 shots on goal as
compared to NYT's 6. Larry Hart
(Kearny) was a key player in the
game. He distributed, controlled,
and attacked the ball well. Ochrimenko said "the players moved
the ball well and a couple of bad
shots took us out of the scoring
range. Overall, the attitude,
strength, and performances are
strong. We need to sharpen a
few errors and hope the breaks
fall our way so we can capitalize
on them. "
WOMEN'S SOCCER
KEAN 6
Drew 0
KEAN 4
Dickinson 0
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College Football Roundup
by Tony Dias
When people talk about the
unbeaten teams of college football thus far in 1987, they will be
sure to mention the names of
major powers such as Oklahoma,
Nebraska, and Miami. But one
undefeated team which is not
often heard of has to be Holy
Cross. The 8-0 Crusaders have
been compiling record breaking
statistics this year. This past
weekend, the I-AA team demolished Massachusetts, 54-10. The
team is led by quarterback Jeff
Wiley and two-way player Gordon
Lockbaum.
Lockbaum, a rare breed in
college football, is a Heisman
candidate this year as was last
year. In the game against Massachusetts, he broke the school
scoring mark of 218 points. Wiley,
a blue-chipper himself, broke
the school record for passing in
one game by throwing for 438
yards. He has passed for 2,723
yards this season. Wiley has to be
considered a Heisman candidate
himself. It will be interesting to
see how these two will run head
to head for the most prestigious
award in college football. It will
also be interesting to see where
Holy Cross places in the polls
when they finish 11-0 this season.
The Big Ten Conference saw
some highlighted football this
weekend. Iowa decided to narrow the race of the Big Ten
Championship by defeating In-

diana 29-21. Quarterback Chuck
Hartlieb guided the Hawkeyes
on an 86 yard drive in the fourth
quarter to clinch the winning
touchdown. In Columbus, Michigan State did something they
had not done in 16 years: Beat
Ohio St. at home. By nudging the
Buckeyes 13-7, they upped their
record to 5-2-1 (4-0-1). Indiana
now stands at 6-2 (4-1). The two
teams will meet in East Lansing
on November 14th for the possible Big Ten Title.
The SEC is another conference
which has heated up, but at a
much higher degree. The toughest conference in the country
features Auburn and LSU tied for
first at 7-0-1. Auburn crushed
Florida this weekend 29-6. They
are led by quarterback Jeff Burger
who is one of the best in the
nation despite his off the field
problems. Incidentally, these two
teams will not meet this year. But
looking at their remaining schedules, you can see that LSU has
the edge. The Tigers have Alabama, Mississippi St., and Tulane
left to tangle with while Auburn
must deal with Georgia, Alabama,
and the Seminoles of Florida St.
Not all teams in college football can be contenders or winners.
But Columbia University would
be satisfied to get just a taste of
wlnning. The Lions, who lost to
Lehigh 26-10, currently hold a
losing streak of 38 games ~hich is
the largest among major colleges.
Next up is 1-6 Dartmouth.

Flyers Brown: A ''Killer''on Ice
Devils
Ticket
Contest -

BROWN A PUPPET?

by Mark Malinowski
Dave Brown has struck again.
The Beast of Broad Street has

wielded his psychotic fury on
Ranger blue for a third time in
less than nine months.
"TRIED TO KILL"
"He didn't just try to hurt him,
he tried to kill him," protested a
livid Ranger head coach Michael
Bergeron last Monday night. " In
all my years in hockey, I have
never seen anything like that."
Brown's execution attempt of
Tomas Sandstrom fortunately
became his latest failure. But
Brown is getting even more
vicious and violent with each
outrageous try. On his latest try
last Monday Brown nailed Sandstrom with a two-handed crosscheck right across the jaw. For
his inexcusable action Brown
received a meager 15 game
suspension.
The October 26th crosscheck
at Madison Square Garden marks
the third attack by Brown on
Sandstrom in the past nine
months. The first incident occurred at the Spectrum midway
through last season. The 6'5",
215-pound Flyer right wing received a five minute major
penalty for spearing Sandstrom
in the midsection. The second
disgrace happened last March 17
again at the Spectrum. On that
night Brown smacked the 6-foot,
2 inch Sandstrom with a crosscheck to the head and for it he
was levied a five game suspension. Interestingly, after each
Brown stickjob on Sandstrom,
no Ranger teammate responded
in defense. A fact which strongly
suggests a severe lack of team
_ unity exists in New York.
Brown's feeble explanation of
the latest incident is hardly justifiable. The 25-year-old Flyer veteran said, " He (Sandstrom) ran
into our goalie and we can't have
that. If we let them get away with
that over 82 games he'll (Hextall)
be worn down. I had to get him
out of there."

Many hockey people are suggesting that the Flyers brass is
directly responsible for Browns'
barbaric behavior. In particular,
Walt MacPeek, who covers the
Ranger beat for the Star-Ledger,
confirmed this theory. "Brown is
not a bright guy so the Flyers
management keeps on drilling
into the players heads to protect
the goalie, protect the goalie,"
MacPeek said, "then when
Sandstrom takes a whack at Hextall, something clicks in Brown 's
head and he reacts to the situation and in this case, an animalistic way."
New York sports personality
Bill Mazer agreed with the
puppet principle. Mazer accused
Philadelphia head coach Mike
Keenan of manipulating Brown
to clip the 23-year-old Sandstrom
on a recent Channel 5 sports
report.
Ranger Vice President and
General Manager, Phil Esposito's
reaction to the incident suggested
that the Ranger-Flyer rivalry may
soon become a free-for-all melee
instead of a hockey game. "The
league had better - and I repeat,
they had better come down on
the guy because if they don't,"
warned Espo, "there is no alternative other than to take matters into my own hands."
The next Ranger-Flyer match
is at the Spectrum on Thursday,
December 10th. Then two weeks
later the two rivals meet in New
York on December 22nd. To
replace the suspended Brown,
Philadelphia has signed a familiar face to Ranger followers. Free
agent, Nick Fotiu will wear Flyer
orange and serve as Brown's
intimidational understudy. It
looks like Espo's been beaten
again.

Once again the Indy office
was flooded with Hockey Trivia Question answers. Tim
Kerr of the Philadelphia Flyers
holds the NHL record for goals
scored in a playoff game. In
1985, Kerr tallied four times in
the second period of a 6-5
Flyer victory over the New
York Rangers .
Correct answers were submitted by: Art Sorkan, Sean
Brennan, Jim Dougan, Paul
Perkins, Glenn Ande rson,
Mike Alvarez, Russell O'Neill,
Jim Mahon, Bill Dockerty,
Jan-Richard Leiberman, Joe
Kerlin, Ted Kania, and Jackie
O'Donnell.
This week's Hockey Trivia
Question No. 3 will be the
most challenging to date.
THE NHL's 15-GAME SUSPENSION LEVIED ON PHILADELPHIA FLYER WINGER
DAVE BROWN IS THE MOST
SEVERE PUNISHMENT HANDED OUT BY THE LEAGUE
SINCE 1983. IN OCTOBER OF
1983, THE NHL SUSPENDED A
PLAYER FOR 20 GAMES.
NAME THE NOW RETIRED
CENTERICEMAN WHO RECEIVED A 20-GAME SUSPENSION FOR INTENTIONALLY
TRIPPING NHL LINESMAN
RON FOYT.
Remember, answers must
be received by next Tuesday
during College Hour. The
contest winner will be awarded
two tickets to an upcoming
New Jersey Devils hockey
game. GOOD LUCK TO ALL!!!

PROJECT

R.A.A.D.
IS COMING TO A RESIDENCE
HALL NEAR YOU.
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SPORTS
Sniper
Leads Kean
Returning from a severe
injury is challenging enough
for an athlete but coming back
and playing a new position is
double as difficult.
"I always wanted to play
forward but because of my
quickness my coaches played
me at sweeper," said junior
forward Rich Murray. " I knew
all along I could play forward .
And then when I was scoring
goals in club ball the last two
summers, Tony (Kean soccer
coach Ochrimenko) let me
play."
After missing all of last season with a serious foot injury
which took nearly a full year
to heal, Murray has responded
in 1987 like a true sniper.
So far in 18 games, Murray
has lead Cougar scorers with
13 goals and 6 assists. Kean, at
13-4-1, will once again quality
for Div. Ill post-season play,
but without the services of
Murray.

COUGAR
FOCUS
by Mark Malinowski
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In last week's 2-1 victory
over Monmouth College
Murray unfortunately suffered
damaged knee ligaments after
performing a heroic play.
" On the play one of three
defenders just received a pass
and I stripped it from him,"
explained Murray, "but just
as I passed it to Danny (Mellett) their guy kicked me in
the knee. I guess it was accidental." Mellett scored on
Murray's pass play.
Following his successful high
school career at Metuchen in
1984, Murray narrowed his
college choices to RutgersNew Brunswick, Kean and
Mercer County. "What attracted me to Kean was Tony
Ochrimenko. His teams were
always competitive and he was
a two time coach of the year,"
said Murray, " and my high
school coach recommended
him."
When asked to mention
some of Ochrimenko 's
strengths as a collegiate coach
Murray was hardly at a loss for
words. He said, "Tony always
has a good recruit. He's got
lots of good connections all
over."
But most importantly coach
Ochrimenko possesses the
ability to communicate with
his players. " He really, I mean
really, knows how to talk to his
players," stressed Murray.
"When he wants to pick-up
certain guys spirits he always
tells a great story or phrase."
Murray also felt Ochrimenko's strategies and methods
of coaching deserved notable
credit. Murray said, " He's
unpredictable. He knows
exactly when to calm down
but he also knows when to get
hyper . Of Ochrimenko's
coaching creativity Murray
said, " He's got some playactions that really work. Like
the play we use on defending
a corner kick . That play
wnrl,~"
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Cougars Eye Crown, Now 7-1
by Cary/. Hickman
Tight-end Kevin · McGuirl
scored one touchdown and
helped set-up another, while an
aggressive defense didn't allow
any points, as the Cougar football team beat a tough Glassboro
State College team, 17-0, in an
important conference match-up
Saturday in Glassboro.
This was almost a must-win
game for the Cougars in their
quest for their first conference
championship since 1974. The
win keeps them tied for first
place in the Conference with
William Paterson College. Both
teams are 4-1 in conference play.
A win in this week's game against
Trent on State College guarantees
Kean at least a share of the title,
no matter what the other teams
do.
The Cougar defense, lead by
senior cornerback Don Zarrillo's
10 tackles, turned in another
sparkling performance as their
swarming, aggressive style of play
forced Glassboro into numerous
turnovers, while shutting them
out for the first time this year.
The Cougars have allowed only
one touchdown in their last three
games.
The Cougars turned two of
those turnovers into 10 points, as
they got the ball in good field
position and later scored.

The first score was set-up by
linebacker Mike lezzi's interception, which was returned to the

Glassboro 26-yard line. The
Cougars had to settle for a field
goal however, as three plays netted just seven yards. John Mattos' 19-yard attempt was good as
Kean took a 3-0 lead.
After a Glassboro punt, the
Cougars had an opportunity for
another quick score taking over
on the Glassboro 42-yard line
and driving to the 14. This time
they came away empty however,
as the field goal attempt was
wide.
The Cougars did score on their
next possession, getting the ball
on the Glassboro_ 48-yard line,
after a short punt, and scoring
seven plays later as quarterback
Dave Johnson (8-14, 139 yards)
connected with McGuirl on a 3yard touchdown pass. Mattos'
extra point gave Kean a 10-0 lead
with 5:33 to go in the second
quarter.
Only minutes later the Cougars struck again, recovering a
Glassboro fumble at mid-field
and scoring three plays later on
an unusual SO-yard pass play
which saw McGuirl catch the ball
at the 40 and immediately lateral
it to running back Craig Davis,
who out-raced a number of
defenders for the touchdown.
Mattos' extra point put the Cougars up 17-0 with 2:47 left in the
half.
The half wasn't quite over
though, as Glassboro took the
ball at their own 40-yard line and
quickly drove to the Cougar 1-

Zarrill O Awarded
by Perry Schwarz
Don Zarrillo, of Bloomfield,
was named the Eastern College
Athletic Conference " Defensive
Player of the Week" for the Division Ill South. Zarrillo is the
second player in 1987 to make
Player of the Week for Kean College in 1987.
He achieved this honor for his
exceptional performance against
Glassboro State last week. Kean
(7-1) defeated Glassboro State
(5-3) 17-0 in the Profs homecoming match up. The senior recorded
10 tackles, recovered three furnbles, and broke up three passes
on the day. Two of his fumble
recoveries stalled Glassboro scoring drives.
" Last year we played a dropback defense, whereas this year a
lot of variation has taken place,"
Zarrillo said . " We kept the Profs
confused and controlled them
all afternoon."
Zarrillo said his fumble recoveries were the result from being
in the right place. Two fumbles
occurred on punt returns. The

GSC returner fumble and Zarrillo was there to recover them.
His third recovery was the result
of a defensive hit. Captain Steve
Castora (Denville) hit the player
and Zarrillo, who was going to
make an assist on the tackle recovered the loose pigskin.
He said the coaches and personnel connected with the football program has turned Cougar
football into a winning one. There
were a lot of changes and they
were made for the better.
"The coaches disciplined us
and instituted a complex defense
which has thrown opponents off
guard," Zarrillo said. " Against
Glassboro I could have had a better day. I dropped a few balls
which could have been interceptions, but I hope to make improvements for next week.
Zarrillo is completing his final
year at Kean. On the season, he is
third leading tackler among the
secondary unit. He has 39 tackles, 20 assists, two pass interceptions, four pass breakups and
three fumble recoveries.

Keari Goes for Title on Sat.
by Mark Malinowski
and Perry Schwarz
One win away. The Kean College f-0otball program is now just
a single victory from capturing at
least a portion of the New Jersey
Athletic Conference championship.
Last week's victory in Glassboro tightened the already
crowded NJAC race. In the conference Kean improved to 4-1
while Glassboro State slipped to
3-1 . Still in close contention are
Montclair State and William Paterson College, both of whom
won easily last weekend. The

Indians, winners of five in a row,
are 6-2 (4-1) while William Paterson is 7-2 (4-1).
In case there is a tie in the
NJAC final standings (and that
looks to be a near certainty
because Paterson and Montclair
State still have to play Glassboro),
the crown is shared. If Kean can
defeat Trenton State this Saturday, at least a part of the crown is
assured to belong to the Cougars.
Trenton State, 3-5 in 1987,
defeated Kean last season 17-10.
But this season the game is at
cozy Zweidinger field where the
Cougars are unbeaten and untested at 4.-0.

QB Dave Johnson completed 8 passes for 139 yards and 1 TD.
yard line where they had it firstThis we_e_k the Cougars have
and-goal. With time running out another big game against Trenthe Profs decided to try for the ton State College. TSC won last
touchdown instead of taking the year's game 17-10 and leads the
sure three points. In what could series 11-3. The home game will
have been the turning point of . be played on Saturday at 1 :30 at
the game, the Cougar defense Zweitlinger Field.
stopped the Profs at the goal-line Kean
0 17 0 0 - 17
as time ran out and took a 17-0 Glassboro State 0 0 0 0 - 0
lead into half-time.
K-FG Mattos 37-yards
There were no points scored K-McGuirl 3-yd pass from Johnin the second-half as both teams son (Mattos kick)
saw possible scoring opportuni-

ties thwarted by costly turnovers,
while also playing some tough
defense.

K-Davis 50-yd lateral

from

McGuirl pass from Johnson
(Mattos kick)

--------------------------,-Men's Soccer is Tourney Bound
by Mark Malinowski
The football team is not the
only campus program posting
an outstanding 1987 season.
The Men's Soccer squad has
qualified for the Division 3
NCAA Eastern Regional Tournament. The invitation marks
the sixth time coach Tony
Ochrimenko has guided his
troops to NCAA post-season
play.
'
In first round action tomorrow at tourney host Elizabethtown College near Hershey,
Pa., Kean (#4 seed) is slated to
play the top team in the nation
- Scranton University. Kean,
which fashioned a 14-4-1
record against quality opposition this year, last received an
NCAA invitation in 1984. That
year Kean reached the Final
Four before being eliminated
by Wheaton 3-0. Incidentally,
Wheaton went on to become
National Champions that
season.
"If we can play our ball control game, we can win," said
Ochrimenko on Tuesday night.
"The strength of this team has
been it's team defense. The
kids are hard workers. They
only allowed two goals ir. the
last seven games."
In 19 games this season the
Cougars netted 45 goals and
permitted only 11 . And the
team set a new school mark
for shutouts recorded in a
season. Goalie's Scott Westerfeld and Angelo Vayas both
contributed between the posts
but for now the Cougars
number one netminder is
Westerfeld , a sophomore.
Scranton, Kean's oooonent

has been the country's top
ranked team the last five
weeks. However strong they
are, they're no mystery to Kean.
In September, Scranton edged
Kean 1-0 but the loss was
hardly a complete downer,
'according to Ochrimenko.
"We outplayed them in that
game," he said, "and we outshot them 22 to five but we
just couldn't score."
Another note worth mentioning is that Scranton (20-1)
lost their last match of the
regular season - a 3-1 defeat
to Elizabethtown on Tuesday.
It will be very interesting to
see how Scranton handles
their only loss. Ochrimenko
said, "Hopefully their heads
will be somewhere else on
Friday."
Kean also suffered a setback
last week. Leading scorer Rich
Murray suffered torn knee
ligaments and will be sidelined
for the playoffs. "Rich had a
great season with 13 goals. He
really meant a lot to us," said
Ochrimenko. "Hopefully this
can inspire the guys a little
bit."
Murray's presence on the
attack will be missed but there
still is Rich Krug, Danny Mellett, Chris Waddell and Alex
Louis to supply scoring. Kean's
defense is anchored by James
Defino, Larry Hart and Scott
Grant. Other keys are Charlie
Smith, Rory Costello, Wayne
Williams and freshman John
Napoli.
Of Kean's hopes of a possible national championship
Ochrimenko said, "We played
consistently throughout the
entire season. This team is
definitelv caoable."

